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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Statement of the problem. The purpose of this study is 
twofold. It is, first, to analyze, in some detail, a speech 
therapy program for children with cerebral palsy, its suc-
cesses and its failures. And, second, to study the children 
in this program, how they reacted to it, how well it met 
their needs, and what the over-all results were . 
Scope of . t~e Thesis. The program to be studied in this 
thesis is the speech therapy program for cerebral palsied 
children at the hospital training school, Lakeville State 
Sanatorium, Middleboro, Massachusetts, from its commencement 
on January 23, 1950, when the writer took up duties there 
as Supervisor of Speech Therapy, to March 1, 1951. The 
children to be studied are the forty-two children who have 
receiYed help under this program during all or part of the 
period reported on. 
More specifically, this thesis will analyze the organ-
izational and administrative aspects of this program. It 
will study in some detail the therapies and techniques used 
in both the group therapy and individual therapy p!'ograms. 
And, finally, it will discuss how the children reacted to 
the various parts of the program and what the individual 
and collective results were, using sample cases to illustrate 
the findings. 
CHAPTER II 
JUSTIFICATION 
Justification of the problem. Until very recently 
little was known about the pathology and rehabilitation of 
cerebral palsy. During the last decade, however, interest 
in this problem has increased considerably and, hence, there 
h a s been more investigation into the nature and conditions 
of it. But even though more and more research and writing 
are being done, there is still a definite scarcity of litera-
ture in the field . In addition, the literature that is 
available tends to be somewhat general . 
Thus , there appears to be a need for additional , and 
more detailed investigation into the area of the speech 
rehabilitation of the cerebral palsied child. 
In order to help conserve manpower and assist in getting 
the highest possible return, in the shortest possible time, 
from the workers and prospective workers in this area , 
this thesis will attempt to provide a clearer, more compre-
hensive picture of some of the problems these workers must 
face and the ability of the various proposed solutions to 
actually meet the needs tllese . problems create. 
CHAPTER III 
REVIEVV OF RELATED RESEARCH 
Speech therapy for children with cerebral palsy has, 
only recently, begun to be investigated and developed. 
Probably one of the earliest discussions of speech training 
for the child with "spastic paralysis" was presented in 
1934 by Margueritte K. Fischel in her book, The Spastic 
1 Child, which was an attempt to prescribe treatment for the · 
"spastic child" from the viewpoint of the parents. In this 
book she gives many suggestions for speech and muscle ther-
apy based on the principle of relaxarion. 
2 
A few years later, in 1937, Rob~rt L. Carroll publish-
1 
ed another of the early ·writings on the speech rehabj_litation 
i 
for the "child crippled with spastic paralysis". In this 
article he discusses the etiology of "spastic paralysis" 
and its effect on children. His thelapy calls for speech 
training along with the muscles of locomotion. 
! 
Earle R. Carlson, who is himself e. spastic, has become 
an e.uthority on the subject of cerebral palsy. In 1932, he 
described educationa l and muscle training for the cerebral 
1. Margueritte K. Fischel, The Spastic Child, c. V. Mosby Co., 
St. Louis, Mo., 1934. 
2. Robert L. Carroll, "Speech Training in the Child Crippled 
by Spastic Pe.ralysisu, Journal of Speech Disorders, 
2:3: 115-157., September, 1937. 
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1 palsied child, but did not suggest any therapies for those 
in need of speech help. In his autobiography, 2 however, 
written in 1941, he relates many useful therapies for speech 
rehabilitation as well as for physical therapy and mental 
hygiene. 
A major proportion of the research in the area of the 
speech therapy for t he cerebral palsied has been done by 
Rutherford~ She has studied the anatomical and the physio-
logical characteristics of the spastic and the athetoid in 
an attempt to discover the differences between these two 
major types of cerebral palsy. She; reported that she did 
not find evidence that these two groups differ radically 
as to speech characteristics, but she did indicate that 
there is enough difference between them to warrant different 
3 
types of treatment. 
Winthrop M. Phelps, who has done a g~eat deal of work 
in many areas of cerebral palsy, offers five classifications, 
l) Spastic Paralysis, 2) Athetosis, 3) Ataxia, 4) Rigidity, 
and 5) Tremor, and also urges that differentiation be 
4 
used in the treatment of each type. 
1. E.R. Carlson, "The Training of the Birth Injured1t, 
_Physiotherapy Review, May, 1932. 
2. E.R. Carlson, Born That Way, John Day Co., New York, N.Y. 
1941. 
3. Berneice Rutherford, "A Comparative Study of Loudness, 
Pitch, Rate, Rhytrun, & QualitK of the Speech of Children 
Handicapped by Cerebral Palsy t, JotJ.rnal of Speech Dis-
orders, 9: 263-271, September, 1944. 
4. Vv inthrop M. Phelps, nLet' s Define Cerebral Palsyu, The 
Crippled Child, 26: 4-6, June, 1948. 
........ 
u 
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1 In her book, Berneice Rutherford offers concrete sug-
gestions for therapy for the development and the correction 
of the speech of the cerebral palsied child. She suggests 
that, in order to be effective, speech therapy should, at 
least in the beginning, be combined with physiotherapy and 
occupational therapy. She further indicates that while the 
normal procedure of speech development should be followed, 
special attention must be paid to the specific problems of 
strengthening the muscles of the speech mechanism and the 
respiratory system, and that swallowing, relaxation, and 
extraneous movements must be carefully handled. 
Juliette Gratke, who has also done some excellent work 
in the area, pointed out, in 1946, that the two major points 
which should be emphasized in the rehabilitation of t he 
cerebral palsied child are 1) " ••• normalcy is not the aim 
in work '.IIlith the cerebral palsied. (For) ••• any understand-
able speech is better than no speech." and 2) "(The other) 
••• factor to bear in mind is the individuality of the 
2 
problems encountered in these cases. tt 
Since World War II nu.mt;)rous studies have been done in 
1. Berneice Rutherford , Give Them A Chance to Talk, Burgess 
Publishing Co., Hinneapolis , Minn., 1-948. 
2. Juliette M. Gratke, "Speech Problems of the Cerebral 
Palsiedu, Journal of Speech Disorders , 12:2: 129-134 , 
June, 1947. 
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the field of cerebral palsy and, while most of them have 
been concerned with etiology and diagnosis, a few have been 
done in the area of speech therapy. 
According to Sittig , 1 Froeshel's chewing method may be 
helpful in improving the functions of the mouth and speech 
organs, as wel l as decreasing salivation and drooling. 
2 Snidec or reports that in his studies he has found that, 
nRelaxation is the cornerstone of' all our speech work. Ideall 
the child should be g iven speech training following a session 
with the physical therapist. When this is not possible the 
speech correctionist will relax the child in keeping with 
instructions from the physical therapist.... In practically 
all cases the child will begin his work in a reclining 
position ... " 
That speech therapy should start with relaxation is also 
sugg ested by Perlstein and Shere, V'!ho have combined their 
abilities to make an effective team. 3 They further discuss, 
in their article, ttspeech Therapy for Children with Cerebral 
Palsy", a series of exercises which are designed to develop 
the movements of t h e lips and tongue, and the functions of 
sucking, chewing, and swallowing. 
1. Elly Sittig, uThe Chewing Method Applied for Excessive 
Salivation and Dro'oling in Cerebral Palsy", Journa l of 
Speech Disorders, 13:2: 191-194, June, 1947 . 
2. John Snidecor, nThe Speech Correctionist on the Cerebral 
Palsy Teamn, Journal of Speech Disorders, 13:67-70, 1948 
3. M.A. Perlstein, and M. Shere, "speech Therapy for Children 
with Cerebral Palsy", Journal of Diseases of Children, 
72: 389-398, October, 1946. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PROCEDURE 
Th is study had its beg inning almost simultaneously wi.th 
the formation of the Speech department at Lakeville State 
Sanatorium. As noted in Chapter I, the period of time under 
consideration was from January 23, 1950 to Me.rch 1, 1951. 
As the speech department was being formed, it was felt 
that it was necessary that all data pertaining to its organ-
ization and development should be recorded. Thns, a filing 
system was devised that contained the following: 
1~ A log of all major happenings. 
2. Records of all purchase orders. 
3. Complete folders on each child (including case 
histories, diagnoses, therapies, results, etc.). 
4. Duplj_cates of the progress reports on each child. 
5. Duplicates of all charts and schedules. 
6. Group lesson summaries. 
7. Other pertinent data. 
As soon as possible , cas e history blanks, speech history 
blanks , speech diagnosis blanks, lesson plan blanks, and 
1 
group lesson plan blanks were devised and procured for use. 
It was presently discovered, however, that while it wa.s 
an easy matter to record most of t he data, it was almost 
1. See Appendix c. 
' 
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impossible to keep a detailed record of every group and in-
dividual lesson given. A strong effort was made during the 
period t h e data was being collected, n e vertheless, to r~cord 
all important facts pertaining to the group and individual 
lessons . 
This thesis is divided into four major periods, the 
ending of one period and the beg inning of another being 
marked by some happening of sufficient importance to make a 
division at that point feasible. They are: 
Period I January 23, 1950 to May 15, 1950. 
Perj_od II May 16, 1950 'to July 31, 1950. 
Period III 
Period IV 
August 1, 1950 to October 15, 1950. 
October 16, 1950 to March 1, 1951. 
The first division was made practicable by the completion 
of the speech department office and therapy room on the East 
Ward. This allowed for a revision of the speech therapy 
program, which lacked sufficient accent on well organized 
individual therapy, and ga.ve a more equitable apportionment 
of time to the various types of therapies. 
A second division was made possible by the detailed 
a nalysis of tb.e program and some revision of therapies and 
techniques, whi ch took place during the last two weeks of 
July, 1950. 
The third and last divis:ton came about due to the de- · 
fining . of the formal limits of this thesis. At that time 
another revision of the program was made , as well as a 
---- -----=-=·~~~-===~==~==~~=-==-~-===================y~~-=··~=-=--
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"roundd:ng out" of the therapies and techniques that, up to 
that time, had not been used or studied. 
Each period will ~e presented in a chapter of its own 
and each of t h ese chapters will contain three sections, which 
are as folJ.ows: 
Section A. The Organization of tl:e Program. 
Section B. The ~roup Therapy Program. 
1. General Group Work. 
2. Special Group Work. 
Section c~ The Individual Therapy Program. 
1. General Comments. 
2. The Speech Goals. 
3. The Techniques Used. 
At the end of each of these sections there will be a short 
paragraph, where · appropriate, analyzing and summarizing the 
effect of, and the response to, the procedures and policies 
involved. 
Chapter X will concern itself with a summary of the 
study, and the finding s and conclusions derived from the 
data presented. The last chapter will discuss the limita-
tions of the thesis and offer a few suggestions for further 
study. 
Then, finally, Appendix A will contain ten sample cases 
to illustrate the data discussed in the thesis and the 
findings presented in Chapter IX. Each of these sample 
ease a!lalyses will contain the following material: 
1. A case history including: 
a. The child's code number, the tj~e of cerebral 
palsy and the severity of the involvement, the 
age and sex of the child, related data . 
b. Data on the parents, siblings and home environ-
ment of the child, other psychological data. 
c. The educational background and the intelligence 
of the child, data on previous speech training. 
2. A brief diagnosis of the child 's speech and speaki ng 
abilities at the time of his or her arrival at 
Lakeville, using the Hollien-Leavy Speech Diagnosis 
Chart for Children with Cerebral Palsy. 1 
3. Ad analysis of: 
a . The therapies and techniques that were used in 
the rehabilitation of each child, and their 
relative success, or failure . 
b. The reaction and response of the child to the 
therapies and techniques that were presented 
him 
c. A scrw~ary of the progress made by each child 
during each period. 
1. See Appendix c. 
., .... , 
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CBAPTER V 
BACKGROUND MATERIAL 
The cerebral plasy program at Lakeville is the newest 
of several programs of rehabilitation. The others include 
those for victims of tuberculosis, infantile paralysis, and 
crippling children's diseases. The hospital has numerous 
buildings, five of which are used to house patients. These 
are known as "wards•. The cerebral palsy center was estab-
lished in a tlward'• which is known as the ''Children's East 
Wardu . This building has two wings, each containing space 
for fifteen children, two sunny playrooms, two porches , 
locker rooms, offices and a kitchen. It is a pleasant loce.-
tion for a program for children with cerebral palsy . 
The children at the center receive, in the way of re-
habilitation, schooling, physiotherapy, occupational therapy , 
and. speech therapy. A kindergarten program has recently 
been added for those children on the preschool level. 
Before a child is accepted into the program at Lakeville, 
he or she must first_ be screened by Dr. Bronson Crothers 
and his staff at Children ' s Hospital. The criteria as to 
who will be admitted to the center , and who will be rejected, 
is based on the theoretical educability of the child and his 
need for help under such a program. The child is accepted 
into the program with the provision t h at his case wil l be 
analyzed every three months anc1. if, during any of these 
11 
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periods, he ceases to improve, he will be discharged . 
Soon after a child arrives at the center, he or she is 
seen in a general staff meeting by the orthopedic consultant 
and all the doctors and department heads available . At 
this meeting, the child ' s case is thoroughly discussed 
and a tentative program suggested. Every three months after 
that, similar meetings are held to discuss the child. It 
is at these subsequent meetings that tbe progress of the 
child is investigated and the decisions are ~ade as to 
whether the child should remain in the program or be dis-
chargee.. 
Additional data, in the way of background material , 
must necessarily indicate that a correlative thesis is 
currently being written by Miss Charlotte A. Leavy, of the 
1 Boston Un iversity Graduate School of Education, whi ch is 
designed to analyze, in detail, the speaking problems of 
the thirty children who B.re now at Lakeville. It will use 
the same coding system for identifing cases as this paper 
d oes, and t he ten sample cases found in Appendix A will also 
be discussed, under the same code numbers, in Miss Leavy's 
study. 
Another point, that warrants mention, is that Dr. 
Dcinald M. Wilson, Assistant Professor of Educ a tion, Boston 
1. Charlotte A. Leavy, "A Case Study of t h e Speech Difficul-
ties of Thirty Children Wi th Cerebral Palsy'•, Un-
published M.Ed. Thesis, Boston University School of 
Education, 1951. 
12 
0niversity, was the spe ech consultant to the cerebral palsy 
program and t:!.'1e speech department at Lakeville from 
J anuary , 1950 to June, 1950. Since that time , the program 
has had no speech consultant . 
13 
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CHAPTER VI 
PERIOD I 
,JANUARY 23, 1950 TO MAY 15, 1950 
Section A 
.Organization. It was quite evident that the primary 
need of the new speech department was quarters from which 
to carry on its operations. A section of the East Ward was 
temporarily curtained off as a ~•speech roomtt and the pro-
gram was offic iB.lly begun. 
The first we ek was primarily one of conferences. There 
were, obviously, many organ izational meetings "during which 
attempts were made to 'IJirork out comprehensive and intei'grated 
programs with the members of the medical, nursing , education-
al, physiotherapy, and occupational therapy departments. 
Initial work was also done in the area of g etting acquainted 
with the children and developing a g ood working ra.pport 
with them. 
It was necessary to devis e a system of keeping depart-
mental records and data, therefore, a filing system was 
incorporated that ·would eventually include records of nearly 
everything that had tHken place i n th.e department. It was 
felt that the first series of forms that should be developed 
were those for c_·ase hist ories, speech histories, and speech 
diagnoses. 
Although rather complete histories are on file, and 
available at the central records office, they are medically 
oriented and, as such, often lack data pertinent to speech 
rehabilitation. Thus, it vvas decided. that a simple, written 
1 
type of case and speech history form should be developed --
one that would contain only that data needed by the speech 
department. 
A short time later a simplified, one page speech diag-
nosis blank was developed. This form, temporary in nature, 
wa s developed in brief because the process of diagnosing 
the speech of these children is a slow one and because 
tl1is type would be more flexible and, thus, more e asily 
adjustable to differences in speech difficulties. These 
forms were received during the second week of operations 
and a simultaneous program of di~gnosing the children's 
speech and collecting data for the case and speech histories 
was begun. During this same week a speech lesson plan form 
and a group speech lesson plan form were developed and a 
2 
supply of both was procured. 
The first group lesson was given during the first 
3 
week. All the children, except two or three of the older 
ones, were members of this and subsequent groups . From 
that time on g roup lessons were given at the rate of about 
two a day. 
1. See Appendix c. 
2. See Appendix c. 
3. See Chapter VI, Section B, The Group Therapy Program. 
15 
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Near the end of the first week the first individual 
lesson, using the appropriate lesson plan , was given. These 
beginning lessons were very tentative in nature, and were 
designed, primarily, to evaluate taese children and explore 
the various therapies t~at have been purported to be of 
value in rehabilitating the child with cerebral palsy. 
During this period the speech department received a 
great deal of valuable assistance from Dr. Donald M. Wilson, 
consultant to the program, and Dr. Wilbert L. Pronovost, 
head of the speech department of Bost on University's School 
of Education. The therapist is indebted to them for the 
help they gave in pla.nning the program, evaluating the ther-
apies, and purchasing the equipment. 
The procurement of the many types a_nd classes of 
equipment the department would need was a task that held 
a priority rating . The first purchase ord.er was sent out 
on the second of February. For a complete inventory of all 
equipment, books, supplies, etc., purchased by the department 
from the time of its organization to March 1, 1951, see 
Apper..dix B. 
It was decided, at this time, that a monthly progress 
report should be submitted on each child at the end of 
every month. These reports were for the use of the ad-
ministrative officers of the Sanatorium and the consultants 
to the program. They were also to be entered into the per-
manent record of the child at t h e central records office. 
1 6 
By the third week of operations it was evident that a 
schedule of activities was needed, so a tentative schedule 
was set up. It is as follows: 
9:00 - 9:15 
9:15 - 11:30 
11:30 11 : 50 
1:00 
2:00 -
2:15 -
3:00 -
2:00 
2:15 
3:00 
4:00 
Group Therapy 
Individual Cases 
Group Therapy 
Reports and Administrative Work 
Group Therapy 
Individual Cases 
Combined Speech and Occupational 
Therapy Group 
This program continued in force, with only minor chang es, 
unt il April 1, 1950. One char;.ge was a revision of the 
combj_ned speech and occupational therapy group into purely 
a speech group. This was done upon notification from the 
Supervisor of the Occupational Therapy Department that they 
were una ble to participate in that activity. 
About the first of March some of the children were 
afflicted with a virus sickness and within a week virtually 
all of them were bedi'idden with this malady. This came at 
a time when a fairly well j_ntergrated speech program vras 
just starting to function properly. It halted all formal 
work and made it necessary to devise a temporary program 
that could serve the children while they were in bed. This 
program, which lasted about two weeks, consisted of several 
short i ndividual lessons at the bed of the child and a 
1 
series of small two or three child semi-groups eB.ch day . 
It was found that thi s program or technique, which was 
1 . See Chapter VI, Section B, Group Therapy .. 
'I 
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named ttRoundsu, was so succ ess ful in developing and keeping 
the rapport of the children, building their confidence, 
helping them adjust, and working on some of their minor 
speech problems that it v~ras permanently incorporated into 
the formal speech program. 
About the first of April the medical staff, which had 
been studying the effects of the total program on t he health 
of the children, discovered that it appeared to be much too 
strenuous for most of them; that they were chronically tired. 
Thus., they worked out and put into effect a plan that would 
increase the daytime rest periods for the children who needed 
them the most. This meant that approxlmately half of the 
children would remain in bed for one half of the day and 
the rest for· the other half. Whil~ this did not materially 
effect the program of individual therapy, it severely lim-
ited group therapy. It meant that it would be very dif-
ficult to assemble a group large enough to be effective, 
and that group work would have to be doubled if each child 
was to received the same amount he or she had been receiving 
up to that time. This plan eventually made necessary an 
extreme curtailment of group speech therapy act ivities. 
During April it was found, tha.t, due to the stepped up 
act ivitie s of all the departments, there was a need for a 
more effective system of scheduling. A general meeting of 
all department heads was called, and at this conference it 
was decided that the problem could be solved by the use of 
1 8 
a master schedule (which would divide the day into one-half 
hour periods) on wh i ch could be plotted the schedules of 
all the departments . This system would not only smooth out 
any conflicts in scheduling at the beginning of the month , 
but would also inform any interested person of the where -
abouts of any of the children at any particular time. In 
addition it wonld educate the parents to the program of 
rehabilitation which had been developed for their child. 
The Supervisor of Speech Therapy was made the informal 
coordinator of this p;rogram and given the respons ibility 
of working out these master schedules . 
The April schedule for the speech department was as 
follows: 
8 : 45 
-
11:15 Individual Therapy 
(children were assigned specific 
therapy times) 
11:15 
-
11:50 Group Thera.py 
1:00 
-
2:00 Reports and Administrative Work 
2:00 
-
2:30 Group Therapy 
2:30 
-
4:00 Individual Therapy 
(children were assigned specific 
therapy times) 
4:00 
-
4:30 Rounds (puppets, etc .) 
Within a week, however, it wa s necessary to revise this 
schedule to conform more closely to the master schedule. 
The new program sche.duled two one-half hour lessons for 
each child each week and one or more short ones each day. 
There were, also, fourteen groups of all kinds. However, 
even with careful planning it was impossible to hold all 
the groups durinr, s.ny specific week. The time gained from 
1 9 
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the groups that were not held was used to g ive short in-
formal lessons to the chidren who neede:l additional help 
the !'WSt • 
The prog ram for Msy followed, with a few T"l. inoi' changes, 
the same pattern as t he revis ed April schedule . 
By the end of this period~ there were over twenty-five 
children in the program and itJ. subsequent months their 
number never dropped belo"<r this figure. 
In the way of edditional analysis a suw..mary of . the 
number and severity of cases treated during ti1is first 
period is presented in Table I. 
r.I'ABLE I 
The Severity and Type of 
the Cases Treated During Period I 
~ 3 
Athetoid 8 
Spe.stic 5 
Ataxia 0 
~:Combination 2 
7Hi-Other 0 
Total 15 
* Spastic - Athetoid 
Not Diagnosed 
2 
1 
6 
0 
l 
0 
8 
l Total 
0 9 
4 15 
0 0 
0 3 
0 0 
4 27 
Key 
3 
-
very severe 
2 
-
modere.tely 
1 - mild 
severe 
It is interesting to note that over fifty percent of 
the cases treated at Lakeville c an be considered as very . 
severe, a condition that might tend to limit the chances of 
a successful program. Note too, that the very severe 
athetoids are in a higher percentage t han the very severe 
spastics. This would appear to be consistent with the area 
of the brain damaged in each of t he types of cerebral palsy . 
Of the twenty seven children in the program ' during t h is 
period two ve r y severe athetoids were returned home because 
the prog ram could not benifit them, one moderately severe 
spastic was transfered to a.nother program because of his 
incompatibility with t h is one, and one mild. spastic was 
returned home fairly successfully treateC:. . The r est of the 
children were successfully trea ted and remained in the pro-
g ram .. 
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Section B 
The Group Therapy Program 
Larg e Gr oup Therapy. Group therapy was begun during 
the first week of operations. Its primary purpose was to 
establish rapport with the children for this group work 
and for the program as a whole. These first groups were 
essentially story groups. Children's stories of all kinds 
were read as dramatically as possible in an effort to 
arouse, on t~e part of the listeners, interest in the pro-
gram. 
A second objective was soon added to these primary 
groups . This was to increase the oral experience of the 
children, and to prompt them to shout, babble, talk, or 
phonate i!1 any way they wished. This was accomplished by 
allowing them to use loud vocal responses in answer to 
quest:Lons about the story, and as to whether they wished 
the story to be continued, etc. Once the children real-
ized that it was permissible to make virtually as much 
noise as they wished , and/or show any infantile behavior 
they wished, these groups became rather turbulent. 
If the g roups, mentioned above, had been complet e ly 
successful , this turbulency would have mattered very little. 
However, success seemed to be more with the verbose child-
ren than with the relatively severe ones. Hence, the pro-
blem was now to channel this gross response so ths.t interest 
= -- -- --- === ----
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would be held by the material and the therapist might have 
extra freedom to give additional help to the cases that 
needed it .. 
During the first two weeks of February, 8_ new type of 
group lesson was developed. This type was one where speci-
fically chosen "loaded" stories were used. These stories 
were the type where given oral responses could be enlisted 
at specific points in the text . " Peter and the Wolf" is 
such a story, for, at certain points , the children can roar 
li ke the wolf, yell for Sonia, or cheer for Peter. "out 
in the Barnyardtt and uAnimal Babiestt are also excellent 
stories, for the children can imitate specific sounds as 
the animals are presented. This type of group proved de-
finitely more successful than the :previous type. It gave 
the more severely involved child a better chance of active-
ly and openly participating in the Group; it gave t he 
therapist a better control over the gro'J.P, and it held the 
attention of the children in a much superior manner. It 
also allo·wed for better group interaction. Despite all 
these improvements a great deal was still left to be done 
in the area of group therapy. 
About this time experimentation was made with a group 
that used music as its main therapy. Children's records 
were not available so waltzes and popular songs were used. 
It was found that, to be successful, music therapy must be 
used in conjunction with some physical ac t ivity or as a 
I 
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background. to a story unless j_t is specifically a children's 
record. Music therapy was used, subsequently, with these 
other activities and not alone . 
The group program was developing very well when a 
general attack of virus struck the children and most of them 
~ere bedridden. This necessitated a temporary discontin-
uance of the formal group therapy program and initiation of 
the :progra:;:n which eventually became knm~rn as 11Roundstt. At 
this time, the therapist spent the greatest part of the day 
going from bed to bed and conducting short individual or 
semi-group lessons.. The ·l:iechniques used in carrying on 
these lessons were as follows: 
1. Short chats . 
2 . Short stories and/or games. 
3 . Polly, the ragdoll with the falsetto voice, who 
sang, chatted with the children, and told them 
jokes and stories . 
4. Many of the exercises , in shortened form -- of 
course, used in relaxation, !3.Udio-visual stlmu-
lation, ~nd the development of and the control 
over the speech mechanism. 
While sl:!.ght regress ion on the part of some of the child-
ren resulted from this period of sickness , on the whole, it 
brought about a ge neral improvement. Some of the improve-
ment showed up in a general relaxing ( in varying degrees, 
of course) of the inhibitions and defenses of all children. 
= =-- =11=====-=-= 
This period also developed self-confidence in many of the 
children and gave them much stronger feelings of belonging . 
In addition, this period brought about a great deal more 
talking by the children. The technique of "Rounds rt was 
found to be so successful that it was incorporated as a 
regular part of the group therapy program. 
Upon the resumption of the normal group therapy pro-
gram, a new type of g roup was added to those already in 
existence. . This was a "physical t~ type group consisting of 
"baseball" or uthrowing~- games. These g roups were designed 
to produce much phonation -- loud phonation, aggressive 
behavior, social adjustment, and a "reaching outtt in both 
a physical and a personality sense. The aggregate amount 
of phonation brought about by this group was satisfactory, 
but it was found that the big j_ncreases were me.de by the 
relatively less handicapped children, rather than by those 
who had severe involvements. This was true, also, in the 
areas of aggressive behavior and "reaching out". In the 
area of social adjustment, however, the technique was 
uniformly (but relatively) effective. 
Around the first of April, a need was felt for t:ne de-
velopment of a new type of group therapy -- one that in-
cluded not only the "loaded" stories of the present groups , 
but also much more specific speech therapy. A need was 
also felt for more group psychotherapy. Unfortunately, 
before this new tttherapy" type group could be developed 
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and :put into operation, the medical staff, which had been 
studying the effects of the total program on the health of 
the children, discovered that it was much too f1tr'enuous 
for them; that they were chronically tired. As a result, 
the staff put into effect a plan that would increase the 
rest time of the children. One half of them would be kept 
in bed during the morning, and the remaining half during 
the afternoon. While this did not interfere to any great 
d.egree with the total program, it had the effect of almost 
halting the entire group speech therapy program. This 
rest program, coupled with the activities of the other de-
partments , meant that there would be less than half the 
children available at any particular tline. This~ in t urn , 
meant that either the g roup therapy activities would have 
to be more than doubled or t he children would receive con-
siderably les s therapy than they were at that time receiving . 
Thus , this new utherapy" type g roup did not come into being 
until later periods. 
The remainder of Period I was spent trying to adjust 
the s roup therapy program to this res t schedule, and devel-
oping more effective special g roup programs • 
.§..l?ecia l Group 'l1herapy. Soon after the group therapy 
program had been started, it was felt that the small g roup 
of children who had relatively normal speech and who were 
not getting any individual work should be included i n 
some kind of a program. They were, of cours e , included in 
the large groups, but it was felt that this 1.'!8.8 not enough. 
Hence, a. ttspecial g roup program was set up expressly for 
them. This p rog ram was des i gned to fill any need for 
specific or gene r a l spee ch work that they might have, and 
to combat their feelin g s of being uleft outu (for they often 
got less therapy of all kinds than their more severely in-
vol ved neighbors). 
This group was read stories , g iven group speech ther-
apy game s (i.e . blowing out candles in competition), and 
g iven some psychotherapy, with the a ccent on supportive 
and belong ing techniques. 
~Nhen it was nece sse.ry, around the first of April, to 
deve lop further techniques for small or special groups , a 
program was evolved that follovved the same pattern as the 
above. In addition, it was later found that the techniques 
used in t he lar ge groups could be adapted for thes e smaller 
ones . 
Ot~1er groups which developed Bt this time w.e.re the two , 
three, or four child speech groups . Since the work in 
thes e groups followed individual therapy quite closely, 
it was decided that they be treat ed as individual work and 
that on ly groups planned for four or more children be in-
eluded under group therapy. 
In t he way of som.e add5_tionel and general comments on 
the group therapy prog ram j_t might be said t h at the 
adoles c ents at the center tended to avoid . becom.ing members 
of the large group t he rapy periods along with the little 
chileren - - es9ecially at first . They appeared to feel 
that participating in these functions was beneath them but 
it might be closer to the trut h to say that they have such 
a d i fficult time gaining independence that they are nat -
urally anxious to avoid the app earance of be i ng ch ildren. 
Thes e feelings were respect ed an d this g roup wa.s not forced 
into the e;eneral g roup therap~r :program. 
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Section C 
Individual Therapy 
1. General Co:rmnents . It 1rvas during this first period 
that the ~ajor portion of t h e individual therapies was ex-
perimentec. with and developed< While the techniques used 
in this area were of ten revised a~d adjusted, the basic 
concepts and goals varied rel~tively little from period to 
period. 
Although the therapies a.nd techniques were worked out 
in a satisfactory manner, the physical chare.cteristics of 
the program, during this period, tende d to be somewhat hs.p-
hazard . This was primarily due to the area allocated for 
speech therapy work . This area, probably the best avail-
able at that time, was j us t a screened off space in the 
boys' wing , and was subject to disturbance from people, 
ch:i.ldren, and ra.dios in that vicinity. Thus, though not 
unbea.rable, the situation was far from ideal. In addition, 
there wes, during this period, a definite shortage of eq_uip-
ment which was due to a nominal delay in delivery. Hence , 
until the second period tt.e materials available were, for 
the most !1B.rt, those ovn1e d by the thera.oist and, as such, 
were limited. 
2. The Speech Goals. The major long range objective 
for the speech rehabilitation of children with cerebral 
palsy is, of course, to help t hem to develop, within their 
individu.!?.l limitations and capacities, the most adequate s 
speech they can. All work is directed at this ultimate 
goal of acceptable or, at least, understandable speech. It 
is felt that all lesser aims should be developed in relation 
to this goal. It is further felt that a pos itive rationale 
should guide all speech ~tctivity for techniques are only 
as good as the purpose for which they are intended. 
Undoubtedly the most valuable single V'!ritten source of 
therapeutical concepts and techniques, is Berneice Ruther-
1 
ford's excellent book Give Them a Chance to Talk. The dat a 
she presented in that work became the basis of mapy of the 
individual therapy g oals and techniques used at Lakeville. 
The major therapies that were tested and developed 
during the first period are as follows: 
a . Relaxation. During this period relaxation was used 
pri marily with the athet oid children. It is well 
accepted that rela.xation should precede a ll ot J:1er 
therapies ·and that the desired speech activ ities 
should be initiated from a relaxed position . 
b Corrective Breathing. Practically all children re-
ceived training in corrective breathing in an effort 
to adequately synchronize breathing with phonation 
end articulation • 
. -----·--- --------
1. Berneic e Rutherford, Gi ve Them a Chance to Talk , Burgess 
Publishing Co., Minneapolis, 1948. 
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c. Development of, and Control Ove£, the Sp~ech Mechanism~ 
A differentiation has been made in the area of the 
-
rehabilitation of the motor functions of the speech 
mechanism~ The first of the two , that of the de-
velop::nent of the speech mechanism, is used primar"!..ly 
with spastics, the later primarily with athetoids. 
At the beginn · ng of the program, the two types 
of therapy were not separated, but it was soom dis-
covered that a s i ng le type there.py would not be 
successful, in that the problem to be solved with 
the spastics was one of development and wi th the 
athetoids one of control. 
d . Auditory and V_isual .'3 timule.t ion. While this therapy 
,_vas carried on to so1-::.e extent with all tha child-
ren, it was used prj.marily with the youne;er ones . 
The rationale behind it was to build _on the obvi-
ously limited p::."imary experience of these cerebral 
palsy children , to give t hem a store of sounds , 
word.s, images, e.nd e.ssaci?.tions for use in speech 
and other situations . 
e., PsychotlJ.eratl• As the progre.m progressed it was felt 
that t:1.e maladjustments and emotional conflicts of 
some of the children were hampering , if not bl ocking 
their spee ch rehabilitation. Hence, a program of 
modified psychotherapy was developed for a few of 
the cases. This program included basic supportive 
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techn iques, those thst foster conf i dence and. some 
non-directive therapy . 
3., Technique Used. A br ief C:.iscuss ion of the mor e iia-
portant techniques used in carrying out the t herapie s in eac 
of the major clas~ifications, will follow: 
a . Relaxation. 
(1) . Suggestive relaxation by use of stories, sug-
g estion , and quiet atmosphere. 
(2). Kinesthetic relaxation, u s i ng the nwe st I n dian" 
method of ·relaxation •. 
(:$). Training in relaxation , using the nwes t Indianu 
method in training tl1e child to feel the dif-
ference betweer:. fl ex ing a muscle and relaxing 
it no mat ter what position the r; roup is in~ 
(4) ~,Re laxation technique s were used i n b oth the 
sittins and lying positions. The accent was 
on the former, but not by choice. 
b. Corrective Breathing. While correc t ive breathing was 
n ot the stress ed a c t ivity C:.ur i ng this period many 
blowing tech.11. i ques were used 
(l~. Bl ovdng feathers ws.s fairly successful. 
(2). Blowing out mat ches and candles. 
(3). Blowing bubbl~wat er (com-:1ercial bubblewater) 
through a straw was a technique that was s uc-
cessful only in some cases, S ome of t he child-
ren had a tendency to suck tb.rough the straw 
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and get a mouthful of soap. It was used only 
on "reliable" chi l dren. 
(4). CoQ~ting as a breath control device. 
c. Development and control of the Speech Mechanism. 
(1). Development. For the spastic, the problem was 
one, primarily of exencising and strengthening 
the functions of the affected areas. Some of 
the exercises that were used to develop these 
functions follow: 
( a)~ Tongue exercises. 
1 . Lapping exercises, using lollipops or 
ttmake believe 1~ g ames . 
2 . Streng thening exercises . Touching the 
corners of the mouth with the tongue. 
These were mot ivated by a lollipop or 
mirror . 
3. Protruding the tong~e and/or keeping it 
protruded. This was d one in front of 
a mirror or in competition. 
4., Exercises for the mobility of the 
tongue. Curling it, pointing it , or 
mov:tns it rhythmically in competition 
or special eames. 
(b). Lip exercises. 
1. Smiling and pouting g ames in front of 
a mirr or or with otb.er chilc'tren. 
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2. Lip games from uJack in t he Boxtt. 1 
3. Ex8-rcises holding straws and graded 
cork stoppers between the lips. 
(2). Control of the Speech Mechanism. The exercises 
anC:. games designed to help the athetoid child 
gain control over his or her speech mechanism 
roughly paralleled those designed to assist 
the spastic to develop his control. But, to 
the spastic these exercises were presented 
directly and by themselves, and to the athe t oid 
the y were pres ented after the child had been 
relaxed a.s much as possible. In addition, 
the spastic child, who has trouble moving , was 
encourag;ed to forc e himself to make c ertain 
movements, while the athetoid child, who has 
no trouble moving , but rather in making certain 
movements, was encouraged not to force himself, 
but insteac to slip into the desired movement 
from n relaxed position Most of the techniques 
listed ~nder the sect ion, Development of t he 
Speech Mechanism, can be used with athetoids 
if limited by the above qualifications . Added 
to these, and used primarily with the athetoids, 
nre exercises for easy relaxed ,honation. 
1. Barrovrs and Ha.ll, Jack in the Box, Expression Co., Boston. 
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d~ Auditory and Visual Stimulat ion. 
(1). The presentat ion and discussion of pictures. 
(2). Presentation and discussion of toys and objects. 
(3). Picture stories. 
(4). Audit ory stimuli presented through the Ma ico 
Tr2.in E a.r while vis ual stimuli was being pre-
sented by the therapist. 
{ 5). Discuss ions with the children using familj_ a.r 
objects and surroundings . 
e. Psychothera py. 
(1). Supp ortive techniques. 'I1he tec l-miques used 
in this area give the child an insight i nto 
his behavior and difficulties. At tempts were 
made t o give each child leading r oles in s ome 
act ivit y in order to foster his confidence in 
his own ab ility. 
(2) . Non-direc tive the r apy . The therapy here follow-
ed techniques of n onjirective psychotherapy 
presented by Carl Rogers in his book Counse ll-
1 
ing an d Psyc~~therapy . 
It is almost unfair to try and choose a therapy or 
technique as more successful than another. Practically 
any of the techniques that were tried were successful 
with someone . Of course, some had their disadvantages 
1. Carl Rogers, Counselling and Psychotherapy, Hought on 
Mifflin Co~ , Bos t on , 1942. 
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such as the commercial bubblewet e r in a glass but for the 
most part the children responded to all of the therapies 
that have been outlined. Probably the most successful 
techniques used, howevAr, ·were those that utalized lolli-
pops .. In addition, blowing games or any competitive games -
were popular, as were stories .. 
3 6 
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CHAPTER VII 
PERIOD II 
MAY 16, 1950 TO JULY 31, 1950 
Section A 
Organizatio_g. The completion of . the speech depart-
ment's therapy room and office in the East Ward marked a 
new era for this department. While the acoustics of the 
new room were characterized by a great deal of reverberation 
(which was later corrected with a monks cloth wall curtain), 
it allowed individual therapy to be carried on in relative 
quiet and seclusion• This, in turn, allowed for a much 
superior a.pportionment of time to the various speech pro-
grams, and for the development of a superior individual 
therapy program., 
The Speech Department, a firm believer in periodic 
conferences among the various departments in order to obtain 
an exchange of ideas and a mutual understanding among them, 
successfully attempted to in:ltiate, dur ing this period, 
a program of monthly meetings among the departments~ The 
agenda of these conferences included discussions of the 
nature anc conditions of cerebral palsy, an interchange of 
therapeutical data and a discussion of certain cases. 
It h ad been necessary for the Speech Department, to 
limit its therapy considerably, during the first week of 
each month. This was due, primarily, to the progress reports 
I 
I 
I 
II 
I 
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that had to be submitted to the central record's office, and 
the schedules that had to be composed at that time. It had 
long been the belief of the speech department that a per-
iodic rest from the stimulat ion of therapy would be benifi-
cial to thes e handicapped children. Thus, it was decided 
that the first week in June be set aside as s "vacationu. 
This wa s done, but it was found that the results were mixed 
in nature. While, on one hand, it seemed to accomplish the 
desired g oals, on the other hand it produced what appeared 
to b e a definite insecurity on the part of the children. 
This ~as evidenced by their open anxiety about not being 
UalloVI.redu to have lessons and, i n m8.ny cases, their insis-
tance that they receive them. It · was decided, after some 
consideration, thllt tl1ere was much to be gained, for both 
the children and the speech department , by scheduling these 
11vacationsn, and that the insecurity could be overcome by 
careful and appropriate supportive techniques. 
It was felt by the speech department that, due to the 
direct bearing psychological and ad justment factors have 
on speech, especially on the speech of the handicapped, 
and because enviroQmental factors bear so heavily on adjust-
ment, an informal educational program should be initiated 
for the nurses and Ettendents on the East Ward . This pro-
g ram, designed as 1?. long term indirect aid to the speech 
of the children , was to inform the nursing staff of the 
principles and concepts of good speech, hearing, and 
II I 
psychological therapy. It was also designed to educate them 
on the ba sic therapies used by the speech department in 
order to gain a more sympathetic view toward, and an en-
courag ement of, these therapies. Due to the fact that 
this program had to be carried out virtually on a person 
to person basis, it was necessarily a slow process. It 
has, however, been quite successful thus far. The ·nursing 
staff has been quick to understand the concepts involved 
and has responded well to them. 
During July, an evaluation of the organization of the 
speech therapy progra~m was attempted. It was found that 
the overall program was not efficie nt enough to utilize all 
the resources of the speech department in handling the al-
most maximum nu...mber of cases that were then at Lakeville. 
It was decided that a complete re-evaluation of all as-
pacts of the program should be initiated. 
Each therapy wa s investigated as to its success or 
f a ilure to earn a place in the prog ram for the next period. 
It was found that all of the individual therapies 1JITere 
satisfactory but the program as a whole needed additional 
types. On the other hand it was descovered that some of 
the techniques were unsatisfactory and had to be revised. 
1 
Here, too, there was a need for new material. 
It was found that in the area of group therap~r an 
improvement of the basic la.rge group was needed. 
1. See Chapter VIII, Section C, Individual. 
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Thus, the plans for the revision of this z roup, w:1ich were 
r.J.ade in April but because of the increas e in rest periods 
had not beFJn put into effect, were carried out . At this time 
the accent end stress of the prog ram, which had again been 
sh ifting to g roup therapy, was movert back to the individual 
therapy progra.r.1 . 
A breakdown of the cases in this per i od will be foun d 
in 'I' able 2 . 
" -.r 
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TABLE 2 
The Severity s.nd Type of 
Cases Treated During Period II 
Tvpe 3 
__.._,_ 2 1 Total 
Athetoid 7 1 0 8 
Spast ic 5 4 4 14 
Ataxia 0 0 0 0 
~~Combinat ion 3 1 0 4 
~HI-Other 0 0 0 0 
---
Total 15 6 5 26 
Key 
Spas tic-Athetoid 
Not Diagnosed 3 
-
very severe 
2 
- nodera tely 
1 
-
mild 
severe 
Upon an analysis of the break~own it will be observed 
that the ratios a re all approximately the same . The very 
severe cases still number better than half, there is a 
preponderance of very severe athet oids, and so on , There 
appears to be no trends . 
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Of the twenty six children in the prog ram durin(?; this 
period one very severe combination was discharg ed as too 
i mraa ture for the prog ram, one moderately severe combination 
was returned home a t the request of h er pa.r ents (the y were 
moving ), and one mild spastic wa s d ischarg ed, successfully 
treated~ The rest of the childre n were successfully treated 
a nd r emaine d in the program 
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Section B 
The Group Therapy Program 
During May there was a curtailed use of groups and a 
heavy accent on individual therapy. By June, however, a 
somewhat revised type of g roup was mapped put and put into 
operation . This group was one which utilized cormnon hap-
penings as the foundation on whi ch to base speech work . 
Two of the most successful of these were the "sidewalk 
interviewn and nquiz show" groups . In these g roups the 
Ma ico IJ.'rain Ear Amplifying S:y·stem was used as a "radio 
station1' and the children acted as both audience and partie-
ipants. This technique proved valuable in building con-
fidence , developing feelings of belonging, and encouraging 
the children to use their best speech. It also help ed 
to draw out some of the more withdrawn children. 
During this period the type of group which depended 
upon a story for continuity, continued to be the mainstay 
of the department . Th0 children were still encouraged 
while the stories were being told, to let out great roars 
and cheers -- at the appropriate places, to respond to all 
questions and suggested actions with unrestricted volume, 
and to make as much noise with their hands and feet, again 
at the indicated times, as they wished. This particul a r 
group technique seemed to be g reatly enjoyed by the child-
ren. In addition, these groups, through repetition, were 
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becoming increasing ly more effective at drawing vocal re-
sponses from the more severely involved or withdrawn child-
ren. 
Later in the period the utherapyu type group, devised 
but not in operation during April, was put into practice. 
It did not prove too successful at this time, but later, 
during Period III, it developed into one of the program'~ 
most successful g roups. This group , as it was used here, 
incorporated into group structure many therapies which 
heretofore had been exclusively individual therapies. 
These therapies were substituted for, and combined with, 
J?U:C'ely group therapies and g roup psychotherapies. Some 
of the techniques used were tongue exercises, relaxation 
exercises, and other techniques- of that type -- all, of 
course, in the form of play. One of the most Si.1Ccessful 
books used in this area was Jack in the Box, by Barrows 
1 
and Hall. 
Late in July, during the period of intensive eval-
uation, it was discovered that there appeared to be a 
superfluous number of ''roundsu in the program, or, at 
least, more than were needed to reach the desired g oals 
of this therapy. They were immediately decreased f'rom 
fourteen to e leven per week, and provision was made for 
further reduction, if necessary. The e.ccent b y this time 
1. Barrows and Ball, Jack in the Box, Expression Co., Boston. 
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had again swung in favor of group therapy and it was decided 
that too much stress was being placed in this area. As 
such, the emphasis on large group therapy and nroundsu 
was decreased, while small and special group work was in-
creased. The overall accent was once again shifted to 
individual therapy. 
Special Group Work . The special groups carried on, 
during this period, in the same manner as they did in the 
preceeding one. They had finally been developed to a 
polnt where the therapist could concentrate on a partie-
ular child, if the situation warranted it. Thus, it was 
poss:..tle to offer• special help to one boy who suffered 
feelings of inadequacy due to a severe hearing loss; to 
another who was a psych olog ical problem due to rejection 
by his ~other; to still another who lived in a world of 
fantasy because of a severe visual involvement. Among the 
therapies used in these cases were those that would foster 
a strong feeling of acc eptance by, and a belonging to, the 
group. They were those that would draw out verbally the 
feelings and frustrations felt by each of these children, 
and those that would support them in speaking situations 
and games, helping to build confidence. This group con-
tinued its work ln the area of speech improvement, adding 
a little choric speaking to those therapies already in 
force. 
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The department, at this time, be gan considering a 
group, such as the above, for the several older chi dren -
or, rather, adolescents - at Lakeville. It was not t 
however, until the next period that this group came into 
being. 
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Section C 
Individual Therapy 
1. GeDeral Comments.. The tndividual therapy P'rogram 
continued with a few changes during this period. There 
were, of course, some additions bnt the basic philosophy 
remained the same. 
The prog ram as a vn~ole during this period was su9erior 
in organization to that of the :.:'irst period . 'I'he s[tress was 
very much on individual ·work, at least in the beginning , 
and the new speech room made it possible to work out a 
well integrated and c ohesive program. 
Within the individ~al therapy program, the accent had 
also changed. A sharp increase of the amount of stress on 
corrective breathing was decided upon and carried cut. In 
the amount of psychotherapy, too, there was a sharr: in-
crease, and many more children were given this therapy than 
during period one. 
2 . The Sueech Goals . The aims of individual therapy , 
during this period, remained the same* Therapies t a." thr-
1 
ough lle . r.t " remained in force aod two new ones were added . 
They were: 
f. Auditory Training. This the rapy was designee primarily 
for the children with hear ing losses and foi use in 
conjunction with the a udiovisual program of the smaller 
children. 
r---·-- · -----
1 1. See Cha~ter VI 1 Section c. 
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g. Rate a n d Articulation Therapy. These two areas are 
placed together because it so happened that all 
the children that needed work in one of these areas 
also neede d work in the other, and that similar 
g eneral techniques can be used in both . They can, 
of course, function quite independently of one an -
other~ This type of therapy was used with the more 
advanced cases. · 
3. Techniques Us ed. With the exception of relaxat ion 
in the pron position, which was curta iled by the l ack of 
phys ioth erapy tables (due to an increase in operations by 
that department), al l the techniques outlined in Chapter VI 
remained in forc e . Only the stress changed . 
a. Relaxation. Besides the above mentioned change in 
this area , a new technique wa s added . This was 
1 
the method of relaxation set forth by Jacobson. 
This type of relaxat ion was at first used in con -
junction witlJ. the West Indian type and then, in 
some cases, superceded it. 
b . Corrective Breathin~. The only other of the existing 
therapies t l1.at added a new technique, during this 
period, was corre ctive breathing. This tecbnique, 
which g ave enough vitality to corrective breathing 
for it to be the stressed therapy durine this period, 
1. E. Jacobs on, You Must Relax , Whittlesey House , N.Y., 1947. 
was the nblowing jars11 shown on page illll of' 11 Give 
l 
Them a Chance to Talk". These jars contain colored 
11quid which is blown from one to the other, through 
a glass tube, by a ir pressure forces into the first 
jar by the child. 
f. Auditory Training. 
(1). Combined auditory and visual work using the 
Maico Train Ear, pictures and records. 
(2). Special auditory training units such as the 
uAuditory Training Albumu by Jean Utley. 
(3). Articulation games using a speakiDg tube or 
tb.e Train Ear . 
g . Rate and Articulation Therapy. 
(1). Bryngleson and Glaspy Speech Development 
Card games. 
(2). Articulation games usinb Lotto. 
(3). Rate J'.Umicry games. 
(4). Recordings of passages read, conversat ion or 
recited material using the Revere Tape Recorder. 
1, Berneice Rutherford, Give Them a Chance to Talk, Burgess 
Pub lishing Co., ~inneapolis , 1948 . 
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CHAPTER VIII 
PERIOD III 
AUGUST 1, 1950 TO OCTOBER 15, 1950 
Section A 
Organization . The genera l results of the revisions 
carried on the last of July were as follows: 
1 . I .arge grouE• A decrease of these groups from six 
one-half hour groups, of mixed ngeneraltt and 
ll therapylt types , to three or four one - half' hour 
groups of direct psychotherapy or speech therapy. 
2. Small Groups. An increase of these groups from five 
to nine weekly . 
3. ttRounds'·• . A clecrease from eleven a week to six a 
week with a provision that they again be reduced 
to t111ro or three a week if ne cessa r y . 
4 . Individual Therapy. 
a . An increase of it, especially for the a thetoids. 
b. More accent on the physiological and kinesthetic 
a:9proach .. 
c. An increase of the relaxation techn iques in the 
individual lessons for all children. 
d . I nclude passive response lessons. 
In September, with the return of the Sch ool Department 
and the pending development of the fall and winter schedules, 
there was the ne ce ssity for a conference or two among the 
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various departments to coordinate these programs again. 
This was done and a new master chart was made out for the 
overall program. 
The monthly staff meetings, previously held in t he 
spring , but omitted during the summer, were once again en-
couraged by the Speech Department. Such meet ings would be 
designed to mee t certain needs, mainly those of the inter-
gration of t:C.e various programs , the trading of information, 
and the building of the fund of general knovr ledge on 
cerebral palsy by all the participants. The plan, shortly 
approved, scheduled a meeting, h eaded by the Assistant Super-
intendant and attended by all department heads, for every 
s e cond Friday afternoon. This plan went into operation 
during the fall and has continued to the present time. 
During the early part of the su.mmer it seemed feasible 
and necessary to arrange a progra;:n where the Supervisor of 
Speech Therapy would be available for weekend conferences 
with the parents. ~:hese confer ences were planned to inforn1 
the parents of the work being done by the speech department, 
to educate them to the speech tasks their children were 
e.ttempting to perform, and to enlist in this manner their 
air in helping their children to reach appropriate speech 
goals . It was decided that these meetings would be held 
on one Sunday eacl1 mont'h and initial conferences began 
during the surmner. The first was held simultaneously with 
a nrs.dio program" given 1:3.8 part of his speech trainins by 
one of the boys, for the benefit of the parents. This p roved 
to be an ideal "icebreaker" for the program, and a good inii-
tial rapport was established with the parents. In subsequent 
months, these conferences developed into a modified parental 
therapy p rogram, which, by using educational and psychotherap~ 
techniques, contributed greatly toward an understanding of 
the sp eech p rogram and aided its support. 
During October the formal limits of this thesis were set 
up and another analysis and revision of the program was 
completed. This analysis and revision will be reported on 
in Chapter IX. 
A breakdown of the type and severity of the cases in the 
program during p eriod three can be found in Table 3. 
TABLE 3 
The Type and Severity of the 
Cases Treated During Period III 
Total 
10 
15 
0 
2 
0 
27 
Key 
3 - very severe 
2 - moderately 
severe 
1 - mild 
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Of the twent y seven children in the prog ram during this 
period one severe athetoid was sent home as too i mma ture for 
the prog rame The rest of the children were trea ted success-
fully and remained in the program. 
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Section B 
Group 'l'herapy 
Large Group Therapy. It was during this period that 
the 0 therapyn type group finally developed as the main tool 
of the group therapy program. As it has been observed be-
fore, this group utilized techniques ordinarily used in in-
dividual therapy anc_ combined them with standard group ther-
apy techniques. This particular type group was most 
effective because it could be given without the necessity 
of trying to keep the children interested in a plot. Fur-
ther, it wBs flexible and could be shortened or lengthened 
at will, and it not only provided excellent opportunit ;j. es 
for psychotherapy, but also presented a great deal of direct 
speech therapy tb the ch ildren. 
During the swmner the speech department formed an 
org anization called 0 The Secret Society of Ravens". This 
"Society11 was designed to combat the feelings of rejection 
these children necessarily suffered and to foster feelings 
of acceptance and belonging ., A secret document of the pur-
poses of the society was drawn up, a s ystem of membership 
worked out, and a membership card designed . The only re-
quirement for ::aembership we.s a need to belong and a willing-
ness to ma.k:e known the.t need. All except two of the older 
g i rls manifested a desire to join and all applicants were 
accepted . A system of promotion to the various ranks was 
53 
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designed end the only requirement needed for period ic pro-
motion was for t h e child to take care of his membership 
card. I n aC.dition , the society h2.s a 111Rsven Song 11 whi ch 
is sung ma ny tL'Tle s a de.y. ~~h5_s therapy has become P very 
i rnnortant :part of the lives of mrn:T of the c h ildren Fit 
Lakeville rnd has produced, over R period of nine months, 
some good psychological results and e merked increase of 
verbalization by the children. 
Special Group \!·fork~ The sDectal g rour:: :Jro.;ram that 
had been developed in t~e previous period s was . continued. 
I n addition, hnwever, a special g roup was set up during 
Period III to provide for some of the needs of the four 
older children in the program. Besides relaxation ex-
ere ises , g roup corrective breathing work anc_ other speech 
therap ies, an a~justment pracram ~as worked out for these 
adolescents. Sup;Jortive and non-directive techniques were 
used to help them gain insight i nto themselves and their 
behavior. Direct therapy was also used in an attempt to 
help them deel effectively with other peop le and their 
environment. The g roup interaction in these meetings was 
excellent and at the present time , they are all very 
busily attempting to help each other p lsn their futures . 
This particular group has probably been among the most 
s~wcessful of it~ type . 
===- = ==--- =.-=-
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Section C 
Individual Therapy 
General Comments. Some of the revisions that resulted 
from the evaluation pr~ogram carried out during the last b .II!O 
weeks of July were: 
1. There should be more ind i vidual therapy, es-oeciallv 
• <) 
for the athetoids. 
2. More stress should be put on the physiological or 
kinesthetic approach to individual speech therapy. 
3. There should be a sharp increase in relaxation for 
the athetoids and additional relaxation for the 
spastics who (up to that time) received only a 
limited amount of this therapy . 
4. The prozram should include passive respons~ lessons. 
The se revisions were carried out. There wa s more individual 
therapy for 2.11.., and especially for the athetoids. The 
accent was shifted to e x ercises that used the kinesthetic 
approach, with the most note.ble addition being that of some 
massage to the relaxation techniques . JI:Io re relaxation, of 
types, was given t o the children. Finally, stories calling 
for no or very little active response were added to the 
lessons ( a nd groups). 
The Speech Goals. The only change in this area was 
that of correcting a mistake that h ad been made in pre-
vious periods by r•emoving work on phonation and quality 
·' 
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from the category, "Development of, and Control Over, the 
Speech r1.~echanism111 anc~ 9 lacing them in a se~)arate clHs s -
ificetion entitled nPhonat:i.on"· . 
Technioues Used .. 
a . Massage was added to the other te chniques of 
relaxation, intended for use pr ima r ily with the 
more severe cases. 
b. There was an accent on counting, for the older 
children, to incrsase breeth co ntrol. 
c~ A new game ~as added to the area of thE "Develop-
ment of , and Control Over, the Speech Me chanismu~ 
Thi s game is called "Follow - the - Leader" and is 
plrryed exactly as its name would suggest. It 
can be used with virtually all the exercises in 
this section and with mRrJ in other section~. 
ht A ner technique on phonat ion was addsd to this 
section besides t h ose in relaxed phonat ion that 
are already being used. The ne~ technique is 
that of whispering exercises. 
................ ------------------------~r, ----
CHAPTER IX · 
PERIOD IV 
OCTOBER 15, 1850 TO MARCH 1, . 1951 
Sec tion lj~ 
Organization. The revisions initiated by the formal 
lim.iting of this thesis were varied. One of the first 
cha.nges brought about was a systematic study of each child, 
the therap ies employed, and the apparent results from these 
therapies. Written programs were developed for every child 
in an effort to discover where his program weakness, if any, 
lay. Weaknesses were fo\.Jnd in some of the progr•ams and 
meas ures were taken to strengthen t hem. It was fo\.Jnd that 
sipping and chewing therapy had been quite neglected, and 
steps were taken to provide this type of therapy for those 
1 
who needed it. 
I n an effort to round out the group therapy prog ram a 
special type of g roup was experimented with -- one t het 
b rought fairl~r larg e numbers of relatively homogene ous 
ce.ses toge ther. One the.t used therapies designed for that 
particular type of case 
2 
in individua l therapy. 
During this period new combinations of the ex isting 
therapies were tried, to study ways of developing more inter-
grated prog r ams. The one really conclusive result that can 
1. See Section c. 
2. See Section B. 
5 '1" 
' 
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be drawn from these experiments is that a lesson th~?. t (l) 
begins with relaxation , (2) follows with some therapy of an-
other kind, (3) goes back to relaxation, and so on -- al-
ternating relaxation and the other desired speech therapies--
~ppears to be consistantly superior to a lesson that after 
starting with relaxation does not go back to it again , as 
I 
su~h, during that lesson. 
Upon investigation of the parental therap y program , 
it was decided that this area was as satisfactory as c ould 
be expec t ed , under the circUJrl.stances, and that the only 
chang e that would appear necessary, if it were feasible, 
would be to add an occas ional Sat urday meeting to the 
program. In tllat way some of the parents could be seen 
that ha.d, up to that time, been somewha t excluded from 
the program, due to the fact that they usually visited on 
that day. 
During the latter part of this period a serious attempt 
was made to speed the delivery of the aud iometer that had 
been ordered in September but not r e ceived. This effort 
was unsuccessful, however , and the audiometer did not 
arrive, prevent ing a complete audiometric study from being 
done on each of the children. 
For a breakdown of the type and severity of the cases 
treated during Period IV see Table 4. 
-...=-=---~-- -· -
TABLE 4 
The type and 
Cases 
!IE_~ 
Athetoid 
Spasti c 
Ataxia 
~:combination 
-l:·-l~Other 
Total 
*Spastic-Athetoid 
~}~~lJot Diagnos ed 
Treated 
3 
7 
7 
0 
3 
0 
17 
Severity of the 
During Period IV 
2 1 T otal 
?. 0 9 
6 6 19 
1 0 1 
0 0 3 
2 0 2 
11 6 34 
Eey 
3 - Very severe 
2 - Moderate severe 
1 - Fild 
Of the thirty four children tr~ated, during the period, 
five very severe athetoids, on8 moderately severe atheto id, 
one very sev ere spastic, one moderately severe spastic, 
and one moderately severe ataxic were discharged because 
the p rogram could be of no f urther value to them. In 
sone of these cas e s, however, limited help had been given 
these children . In addition, one ~oderately severe spastic 
was taken homB by the parents and one mild spastic was dis -
cha r ged es successfully tre ated. The rest of t he children 
~ere succes s fully trea ted, during the period and remained 
in the program .. 
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Section B 
The Group Therapy Progra.m 
Large Group Therapj[. The lar5e group therapy for this 
last period continued i n the same manner as for the previous 
period. The two major types of groups were still the tt storyu 
group and the tttherapy1' group, both of which were refined to 
a point where they were doing a satisfactory job. With the 
revision that occured during October, it was felt that, the 
ttphysical'·• group should be return.ed to the program to rou...'1d 
off the therapy. Accordingly, a ttbasketballn group was 
tested and it stimulated a gr•eat dee.l of interest on the part 
of the children. It was; therefore, decided that such a 
tec~~ique should have permanence in the large group program. 
Special Group Thera;ey. In addition to the specie.l 
groups that were already in existence , which were continued, 
a new Group was added to this area. This was called the 
ttcaseu group. In this group a relati-vely large number (from 
five to eight) of cases of any homogeneous type, such as the 
younger spastics or the older athetoids, were brought to-
gether an:d presented a lesson much as it would be presented 
to any one of them in inclividua.l therapy. In the short time 
this type of group was experimented with it proved fairly 
successful. While it was not as effective, for any particula · 
child, as an individual less on, the tentative results show 
that for the total time consumed, more wa s accomplished in 
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one of these groups than in the same amount of time spent 
on individual therapy. 
While large group therapy has always tended to be the 
center of attraction of the group therapy program it has 
become quite clear to the writer that the small specialized 
group is of, at least, equal importance. It is very true 
that the large group can reach many desired goals but, 
unfortunately, it is limited by its very size. In many 
cases it takes the homogeneity of the smaller group, working 
on . specific problems, to accomplish the sought for objectives. 
Section C 
I ndividual Therapy 
General Comments. As has already been mentioned in 
Sec tion A, the i ndividual therapy program received a t h o-
rough i nvestigat ion during Oc tober . Ea.ch child's :!:)rog ram 
was analysed for weaknesses a nd some, of course, w·ere found. 
A written progr am was eet up for each child which attempted 
to eliminate t hese weaknesses and help t he prog ram to mee t 
al l of t ~'-at ch ild ' s ne eds throughot~t the period. While 
inadequacies were found in many of the c ases, the only two 
therapies that were fo und to be ,r; cnerally neglected were 
those of sipp i ng and chewing . Steps were taken to deve lop 
teclli1iques in these areas s o t~ey would cease to be de-
ficient. 
Some study was done on the relative merits of various 
types and comb ina tions of lessons . The results of these 
wil l b e found in Chapter X. 
The Speech Goals. It is the feeling of the speech de -
partment t hat the speech g oal s for t h e program are quite 
satisfactory. No revision or addi tion is felt to b e needed, 
a t this time. Howev er, t he speech department will evaluate 
the pres en t therapies from tir1e to til"le i n an effort to 
improve upon them. 
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Techniques Used. 
a. F o changes • 
b . Two new techniques were added to those in the 
area of corrective breathing during this period . They 
were the use of balls of cotton batting tie~ on a string 
an d usee in blowinc g ames and g radsd whistles. These both 
prove d extremely successful, as the children greatly enjoyed 
the noise the wbistles made, and the cotton balls were 
very h andy to have available for short informal lessons or 
for the children whose blm/ljing abil:i_ ties were quite limi tedot 
c. The two techniques t hat were most consistently 
lackinf; from the program were sipp int; ar..d chewing . They 
were added to t h e area of 11Develop:rYJ.ent of, and Control Over, 
t:1.e Speech l~echanismn to be used with the exercises for 
suckj_nG and svvallowing. Gum and "make believen games were 
the tecl1niques use d for chewing therapy. Sipping liquids 
and sipping through a straw were the techniques used in 
developing the sipping funct i on. 
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CHAPTER X 
SUm.'IARY AND CONCLUSIOHS 
Su..m..rnBry. This thesis attempted to present to the r ead-
er a s~eech therapy program for cerebral palsied children 
in all of its aspects. It tried to point up some of the 
problems to be faced in p rovid ing an a~equate ~rogram for 
these children, and the effectiveness of some of the many 
:poss ible solutions to these problens. It further attempted 
to sugge st that there is a great deal more to be done in 
this area , that many of the :problems have not been solvec:, 
and many of the existing needs have not been met . 
In the we.y of a surnr1ary of the total cases treBted at 
Lakeville see Table 5. 
'rABLE 5 
The Severity and Type of Cases 
Treat ed at Lakeville 
Tvoe 3 2 1 Total 
Athetoid 10 2 0 12 
Spastic 7 7 8 22 
Ataxia 0 1 0 1 
·::-Combination 4 1 0 5 
~:4~~ .. other 0 2 0 2 
Total 21 13 8 42 
Key 
~~~· Spastic 
-
Atheto:!.d 3 - severe 
Not Diagnosed 2 - moderBtely severe ~~ .. ~~· ".l! 
_- _. ; .· ·.' 
.· ... ··. 
In Appendix A t e:1 sB.rn.ple cases Bre r; iven to illustrate 
the findings in Chapter X and t he data discussed in the 
b ody of this thesis. Cases L-1 and L-2 pri~arily illustrate 
the genera l program but they, like the other cases, are 
picked. so they may elso support the various findings. Cases 
L-3, L-4, L-5, and L-6 princ i pally ·concern themselves with 
the first conclusion in Chapter X; c ases L- 7, L-8, L-9, 
and L- 10 with the second conclusion in Chapter X. 
Conc l usions; 
1~ It was found that the athetoids in the pro~ram did 
not appear to develop as quickly or as easily as did the 
spastics; that the therap i es that exist for them do not 
work as well as do the therapies that are suggested for 
spastics. It was further found that it is much more diffi-
cul t to measure improvement in at:hetoids than in spastics. 
For examples of these conclusions see sa.mple ca.ses . 
2. It was found that, apparent ly, not enough attention 
is being paid to the adjustment and psychology of children 
with cerebral palsy . Whi le all sources indicate it as an 
important part of the rehabi litation process, ve ry few 
actually make j_t an i n1portant part of the i r suggested pro-
g rams, nor do t hey set up a g ood s e lr:' i es of well intergrate d 
psychothera~ies. 
It was found a t Lakeville that very often it was tech-
niqu es of' p sychotherapy t hat got the best results in terms 
of speech imnrovement End not the mechanistic speech 
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therapy exercises. For practical illustrations of these 
conclusions see sample cases. 
3. It was further found that periodic rests from the 
stimulation of the t herepy programs usua:!.ly kept the 
children from going '·~stale'-~ a.nd sometimes even produced a.n 
improvement . It iii'&S discovered, on the other hand, that 
g reat care had to be taken not to create, in these child-
ren, feelings of insecurity and rejection b~ denying them 
an act ivity Bnd a relat j _ on ship they had c orne to expect. 
4.. It was discovered t hat it mBy sometimes be better 
not to set up a specific les s on plan before individual 
t herapy, rather, tho child should be allowed to subtly 
control t he lesson, within certain limita.tions -- of course. 
This fresh approach may creA-te a. situation in ,,,rt ich the 
desired goals are more ea.sily achieved. 
5 ., The last conclusion drawn form this study is 
that a definite need for r e l axati on exists for all 
ty:;_)eS of cerebral palsied children . Much of this re-
laxa.tion therapy, Bild this is especia.lly true of athetoids, 
should be given in a prone posi t ibn. Finally, relaxation 
should be given constantly during speech therA-py. 
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CHAPTER XI 
LD!IIT.ATIOFS OF THE THESIS A\TD 
SUGGEST I ONS FOR FURTlillB STUDY 
The limitations of this thesis. The most obvious 
limitat i on of this t h esis is t h e s ubjective manner in which 
it is pre s e nted. A dJscription and an analysis, b y the 
~riter, of the work he h a s done and the p rograms h e has 
c e veloped would ne cessarily lac k t he ideal i n objectivity~ 
Another limit a tion is the lar ge amount of materiel 
which serve d as the basis for this study. A paper of this 
t ype c an on l y briefly rele te wha t toov place under such 
circumstances and cannot h op e to analyze and study the 
material adequately. 
_Suggestions for Further St u.dy, 
1 . Prob ably the most i mp ortant of t he t wo ma j or a reas 
in which t h is writ e r feels a ne ed ex ists for a g rea t deal 
more study is t h at of spee ch t he r ap ies for a thetoids. S i nce 
i t would app e e.r that t he therap ies ~:~.nd tecr ..... "l iques currentlY" .. 
u s ed a re n ot s a tis factor;]·, e ome c ontrolled e xperimental 'li\ ork 
might be attempted which studies closely the athetoid and 
the therap ies currently given him in an effort to discover 
therapies tha t will be more effective in reh a.bilitating him. 
2 . Another study tha ~c might be of value would be an exper 
i mental program, for children with cerebral palsy, that takes 
the accent off of meche.nistic ther a py and puts it on gro up 
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therapy and psychotherapy. Or a study that would be very 
much in order is one that would pnt a relatively mechanistic 
speech therapy program in operation against a speech therapy 
:;,:>rogram of primarily group and psychotherapies , holding , 
naturally, as many factors constant as possible.. It would 
be i nteresting to be able to observe the relat i ve successes 
and/or failures of these programs. 
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Appendix A. 
SAMPLE CASES 
! 
I 
I 
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L-1 
L-1 is a moderately severe spastic boy. He was born 
July 9, 1944'. He can walk and perform most of the normal 
activit ies of a child hi s age. 
Ee has two siblings both normal and well . His parents 
are said to be very well adjusted. In fact they have given 
up city life and purchased a farm in the hope that I1-l can 
be rehabilitated to a point where he can be self-supporting 
and s e.lf-sufficient while workine; on it. He has a pleas a nt 
personality but is timid and very fearful. 
He has no educational backgrou..'1d of any kind except 
some previous speech training. He received speech therapy 
for about a year at one of the state clinics. Although 
thei'e is nothing in the recor d to indic·ate what was attempted 
it was reported that after about nine months of therapy 
nstrang ei's can occasionally understand him nowttr 
An analysis of the child's speech, using the Hollien-
J-'eavy Speech Diangos is Chart, 1 follows: 
Intellig ibility. His speech is extremely hard to under-
stand even with great effort on the part of the listener 
Phonation. His phonation is about normal. 
Q.uall t::t:• The quality of his phonation is tense, somewhat 
mufflec, and extremely nasal. 
Pi_!;ch. His pitch is somewhat high, and a.lmost too flexiblE • 
1 . See Appendix c. 
'i2 
Rate. The rate of his speech is very rapid. 
Intensity. His intensity is about normal. 
Articulation. His articulation is extremely p oor. Vir-
tually all phonation is emitted nasally and he shows 
little attempt to modify the sli ght oral emission by 
use of his speech mechanism. 
Tongue. His tongue is fairly mobile and is of normal 
size. He can protrude it and keep it protruded for a 
reasonable length of time. He cannot point it or 
groove it, but he can touch the corners of his lips 
and the roof of his mouth with it, and bul ge it back 
to touch the soft palate. The general control over 
his tongue movement tends to be restricted. 
Lips. He can retract and pucker his lips. He can hold 
straws and graded corks between his lips. His general 
control over his lips is good but during speech they 
are relatively inactive. 
Palate. He has a suggestion of a cleft palate. He has 
a split uvula and an abnormally high palatal arch. 
His soft p alate is very sluggish and its movement is 
restricted. 
Jaw. He can open and close his jaw without difficulty. 
He can open and close it rhythmically without difficuli y . 
Throat and Teeth. His throat and teeth appear to be 
normal. 
=====-=~---=-~-==================~~====-=-~=-============================~~======== 
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Breathing. His blowing is extremely poor and practically 
a ll of the air emitted passes through his nose . He can-
not flutter a feather or perform any of the other blow-
ing exercises. His breathing durin~ speech tends to 
be slightly arhyth_mi c . 
Hearing . His h earing appears to be normal. 
Functions . He doe s not drool, and h i s swallowing, suck-
ing, and chewing are normal. He c an yawn . 
An outline of the therap ie s L-1 received, during each 
of the periods, his res ponse to them, and the progre ss he 
made, follows: 
Period I 
15 Therapies 
A, Audio- visual s t imu l ation using pictures , toys , 
a color book and crayons. 
B. Corrective breathing using bubblewater and feathers. 
c. Development of the speech mechanism using lollipops , 
tongue games and a Eirror . 
2 . Responses 
L-1 responded very well to the therapies and in a 
very short time was 'li'tell mot iva ted t:::> speech work . 
It was noted during the lessons that he was v ery timid 
and a fraid of many things -- especially strange pic -
tures a nd objects. Hence , it vrB s decided that some 
sound supportive and confidence building techniques 
should be added to the program. 
1\ 
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A. Be preferred the work in the area of audio-visual 
stimulation but never attempted to avoid the other 
therapies .. 
3 . Progress 
During the first period L-1 began talki~b ~or e and 
his speech seemed easter to undarstand due to what 
appearad to be en improvement in articulation . He 
still, however , tended to be jumpy anc. nervous while _ 
speaking. The progress he :nade in blowing C:J.d not 
seem to carry over to his n ormal speech and the pro-
gress he made was due to an increased modification 
of what little oral phonation he was capable of. 
P.eriod II 
1. Therapies 
The tb£rapies during this period continued those 
frcm the first period but wi th the accent on corrective 
breathing (to combat his extreme nasalit y ) and devel op-
ing his speech mechanism. 
2 . Response 
L-1 1 s response to the spee c h t h erapy program con-
tinued to be good . He espeeially liked auditory 
training with pictures and t h e Maico T:;..'"'ain Ear . He 
began showing an aversion to lollipops, however , so 
they were dropped in favor of mimickint; exercises . 
3 . Progress 
L-1 chattered even more during this period . He 
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showed a c arryover of his improvement in blowin~ to his 
normal speech and exhibited more oral phonation .. 
I n addition, his articulation improved even though he 
received very little of this type of therapy. 
Period III 
1 • . Therapies 
L-1 was sick during most of this period but consid-
erable v.rork 1'I!;!.S done anyway . It was observed that he 
~ad a throat cond i t ion which may be partly resp onsible 
in keeping his palate relative ly i nact ive. Relaxation, 
as a therapy , was added. Chewing was adde d to the 
developmental techniques . 
2. Response 
L-l's res,onse to the relaxation therapy was poor. 
He appeared to be quite bored with it and so it was 
d iscont inu.ed. His response to the chewing exercises , 
however, was good , but his i nterest in blowing began 
waning. 
3. Pr ogress 
The psychotherapy that L-1 had been receiving showed 
some positive results during this period He was no 
l onger as fearful as he previously had been and his 
improvement in speech correlated with his improvement 
in this area. Recor.dings showed that his speech was 
markedly improved in intelligibility. 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
Period IV 
1. Therapies 
Articulation training was 2.dded to L-1' s program 
this period. Unfortunately, however, he was sick so 
much of the ti!l1e that his parents took h i m home. 
2. Response 
L-l's response continued to be good. He enjoyed the 
new articulation games and stories . 
3. Progre ss 
L-1 continued to improve along the sarae lines as he 
did previously . He had begun using his articulators 
seriously but , as he was taken home, t he fi nal results 
of this work are not known . 
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I.-2 
L-2 is e. mildly spastic girl who was born September 28, 
1945. Her spasticity i s of the lmlller extremities, but she 
is able to walk without much difficulty. Her physical hand-
icap does not limit her g reatly. 
She ht=>.s no siblint;s and comes from a relatively g ood 
home consisting of herself and her mother. She has a pleas-
ing personality and , what appears to be, a g ood ad justment 
pattern . 
She has had no school ing of any t y-pe, but has been ob-
served as immature. Some sources refer to her as definitely 
retarded, but no formal psychometric exan1ination has ever 
been g iven . 
An analysis of I.-21;S speech, using the Hollien -Leavy 
Speech Diagnosis Chart, 1 follows: 
Intelligibili.!:l:• L-2 has no speech . 
Phona tion. She can phonate quite e as ily and the phonation 
appears to be normal. 
Quality-. The quality of her phonat i on is about .normal 
for her age and sex. 
Pitch. Her pitch is normal for her a g e and sex. 
Rate. She does not babble a great deal and when she 
doe s no rate patte rn is observable. 
Intensity. Her intensity is normal for he r age and sex. 
1. See Appendix c. 
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Articulation.- L- 2 can produce most of the back vowels 
but tbe sounds she can produce are limited, e.pproxi-
mately, to them. 
Tongue. She can protrude her tongue but has little con-
trol over it. This could be due , in part, to her scerr..-
ing i nability to underst and what is expected of her. 
Lips. Her lips appear to be ab out normal. 
Palate. Her palate appears to be about normal . 
Jaw. He r jaw appears to be about normal. She can open 
and close her mouth rhythmically . 
Throat and Teeth . They b oth appear normal., 
Breathing. Her blowing is very poor . She cannot even 
flutter a feather. Here again, it may be that she 
does not understand what is required of her. 
Hearing . There is evidence of a hearing loss although 
her records indicate that her hearing is normal. 
Functions. She drools almost continuously . Her sucking 
and chewing are very po or. Her swallowing is poor. 
She can yawn . 
An outline of the th~rapies L-2 received, during each 
of the periods, her response to thefl, and the 9rogress she 
made, follows: 
Period I 
1. Therap ies 
A. Auditory and visual stimulation using pictures, 
books, and toys . 
B. Draw babbling and vocal r esponse using 11 P,ollytt, 
uFroggien, and toys. 
G. Development of speech mechanism and corrective 
breathing us::.ng matches, candles, bubblews.ter , 
lollipops, and pictures. 
2. Responses 
L-2 appears alert although she seems to have a 
possible hearing involveme~t. She was test ed during 
March as a deaf and dumb child, but l ater tests , 
showed that she has some residual hearing . She re-
sponds well to the program. especially to the wor k with 
the Maico 'I~rain Ear . 
3. Progress 
L-2 exhibited purposive babbl ing toward t he end of 
this period. At this time, she would point out ob-
jects and phonate or babble. 
Period I I 
l. Therapies 
A. Therapies, outlined in the first period, we r e con-
tinued. 
B. Work in c onditioned response in order that she be 
conditioned to take an audiometric test. 
c. Control of speech mechanism using games , lollipops , 
and a mirror. 
2 .. Responses 
L-2 continued to app ear to e njoy speech and hearing 
ao 
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therapy. She visited the speech office frequently. 
She enjoyed playing the ttring~• g~.me for the development 
of her conditioned response but after she played it 
once or twice she would lose interest for the day. 
3. Progress 
L-2, at this time, was vocalizing more than she had 
previously. In addition, work with the Maico Train Ear 
prompted her to do much babbling but still no words, as 
such. 
Per i od III 
1. Therapies 
L-2 had auditory training records added to her progran. 
2. Response 
In the conditioned response work, L-2 gradu!?.ted from 
tb.e drum to whistles.. Her response to the auditory 
training records was excellent. She would clap her 
hands to the musi c ~.nd laugh. L-2 obviously hEts some 
hear ing but the loss would appear to be severe .. 
3. Progress 
During this period L-2 began using some of the con-
sonant sounds. This appeared to indice.te that the 
intensive auditory training work she had been receiving 
was at least partially successful. 
Period IV 
! 
I 1. Therapies 
~ T~re were no new t~r~ies this period, 
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2&' Response 
L-2 was finally ready for a hearing test. It was 
felt that it would be nec essary to do the testing in 
small amounts over a long period of time. Unf ortun-
ately no Audiometer wa s available to make t hese tests. 
3. Progress 
L-2 1 s drooling improved slightly. She was respond-
ing to auditory training and a t time s gave the impres-
sion that she heard and unders tood. It was founc 
that an~T sound above 110 db., is painful or annoying 
to L-2. 
I 
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L-3 
L-3 is a severely sthetoid girl (with a suggestion of 
ataxia). Sh.G was born Iviarch 25, 1941. She cannot walk, 
but can ride a tricycle. She can color, print her name, 
and hold objects. She cannot, however, dress herself or 
perform the majority of the norme.l ac tivities of a child 
her age. 
She has two siblings, who are normal. She comes from 
a moderately secure hmne. 
L-3 attended the Massachusetts Hospital School for 
Crippled Children in Canton from September, 1948 to July, 
1949. She had no speech training there but went to school. 
While at Ce.nton she was giver! a series of psychometric tests, 
including the Stanford-Binet, Form L on which she received 
an I Q of 84 in 1948, and 88 in 1949,. It is very possible, 
however , that her mental ability is actually somewhat high-
er as her severely athetoid condition could possibly have 
penalized her on these tests. She has had other schooling 
with several home teachers -- all of whom considered her 
very bright. L-3 has had speech t~aining at the State 
Clinic in Framingham. There is no record of what was 
at tempte d there or what the r~sults were. She has had no 
other speetih training. 
An analysis of L-3's speech, using t h e Holl ien-Leavy 
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I 
II 
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Phonation. She is unable to produce phonation normally. 
She has some difficulty producing any phonation at all . 
Quality. L-3's quality is tense, harsh, and sometimes 
whispered . 
Pitch. Her pitch is too low and quite inflexible. 
Rate . Her rate is jerky and contains mu.ch faulty phras-
ing. 
Intensity. Her intensity is often too weak. 
Articulation. Her articulation is very poor. It is the 
type often referred to as ttathetoidtt. Specifically , 
she can produce most of the vowels and all of the 
nasals but her plosives are limited -- she can pro-
duce "kn, ubu, and ntu fairly well while the others 
are distorted. The only fricative she can produce 
adequately is tb.e nsh" sound and her semi-vowels are 
equally as poor. 
Tongue . Her tongue is about normal in size but is quite 
restricted in activity and control. Although she is 
able to protrude it for nine seconds, she is not able 
to perform any of the other exercises. 
Lips •. She ca.~'l pucker her lips, with some difficulty, 
and retract them. Althou.gh she cannot hold a straw, 
1
11- 1. See Appendix c. 
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She can hold, with some effort, graded corks between 
her lips . 
Palate. Her palate a ppears normal. 
Jaw. She is able to keep her mouth open for twenty 
seconds, and closed for t wenty-five seconds. She is 
not able to open and close her mouth rhythmically. 
Throat and Teeth. They both appear to be normal. 
Breathing. Her blowinG is very poor. She can flutter 
a feather andJ with g reat effort, blow out a candle. 
She cannot blm•! a whistle. Her breathing is arhythmic 
during speech. 
Hearing . She has a suggestion of a hi~h frequenc y hear-
ing loss. 
Functions . She does not drool and her sucking, swallow-
i ng , and chewing are fair . She can yawn . 
An outline of the therapies L- 3 received, during each 
of the periods, her res ponse t o them and the progress she 
made, follows ; 
Period I 
1. 'l'herapies 
A. Relaxe.t ion -- on a physiotherapy table. 
B. Control of the speech mBchan ism by practicing hole-
ing lips and mouth in certain positions, or by 
lollipops. 
c. Training in easy relaxed phonation. 
D. Auditory and visual stimulation using pi c tures , 
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stories, games, and toys. 
E., Corrective breathing using bubblewster, candles, 
and matches . 
2. Response 
L- 3 has made a good - adjustment to the speech program. 
She does not care for the uholdingu (see Etbove ) ex-
ercises but shB enjoys the auditory and visual 
stinmlation very much and always asks for those 
techniques. 
3 . Progress 
L-3 made some improver.1ent, in the dr ill situation, 
in the area of relaxat i on during the first period. 
She could hold her lips closed for 17 seconds at the 
first of the period and for 145 seconds at the end. 
Her speech, however, \"laS no more intellig ible at the 
end of t he period. 
Period II 
1 .. Therapies 
ThB therapies were continued for this period except 
that relaxation sitting up was substituted for re-
laxation lying down. Blowing jars vvere added to the 
existing corrective breathing techniques. 
· 2 . Response 
L 
L-3 continued to prefer the audio-visual training 
but enjoyed being busy so much that she would par-
ticipate in any activity presented her. Her work 
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with the blowin g j a rs was not too successful but she 
doggedly kept at it. 
3. Progress 
L-3 showe d progres s in a rticulation this period but 
i t was a generalized sort of i mprovement. In addition, 
she t ended to be more i ntellig ible. 
Period III 
1. The r a:9 ies 
Except for an a ddit i on of psychother apy , to combat 
L-3 1 s poor social ad justment , all her ther ap i e s for 
this period remained approximate~y the same . as fo r 
the previou s one . A mirror wa s used more during 
le ss ons . 
2 . Response 
L-3 1 s a djustment improved a good deal. She g ot 
alone; with the other children much better this period 
and appeare d happier~ I n add ition , she took mor e 
interest in making good sc or es in the speech games 
an d , hence d i better spee ch work. 
3. Progress 
L-3 c ould hold her mout~ clos ed for 300 seconds , 
her mouth op6n for 105 se c on~8 aud her ton~ue out 
for 120 s e conds by t he end of this period. She 
began appearins more r e l ax ed during the speaking 
situation . 
:Period I V 
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1. TherHpies 
Articulation work wes added to the therapies i n 
forc e. The added techniques were cotton balls, 
Bryne; leson and Glaspy Speech Improvement Cards, 
uFollov1 the laader gamesu , and Lotto. 
2 . Response 
L-3 1 s response to these new therar ies was excellent. 
Her a djustme n t was g ood and she took grea t i nterest 
in the Lotto and articulation games ~ 
3. Proe;ress 
Eer rate and intelligibility bad imp1•oved as had 
her control over her breathing mechanism. In addit ion, 
her phonation was much more r e laxed than it had been. 
All in all her speech was finally much more e a sy to 
unclerstand. 
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L-4 
L-4 is a moderately severe spastic boy who 1N8.s born 
May 12, 1936. He is able to walk with some difficulty and 
performs some of the normal activities of a boy his age. 
He is, nevertheless, quite limited physically. 
He hs.s three siblings who are normal, as are h is parents. 
He co:mes from a very go od home but has an extremely over-
protective mother . He is having trouble ad justing to Lake-
ville and the program here. 
He has had a home teacher for several years, but there 
is no record of what was accomplished. A psychometric 
ex aminat ion reveals that his intelligence i s on the dull 
normal level, but there is some e vidence to indicate that 
if an adjustment is made for his cerebra l palsy condition, 
this I Q of ab out 85 would be adjusted slightly upward. He 
has had speech training at the Salem Clinic . There, over 
a period of four years, he was g i ven tong ue exercises, 
smiling , pouting, and lip exercises and. some corrective 
breathing. Work was also d one in t he area of art icula tion. 
Cons iderabl e progress is report ed . After three years of 
tPaini ng there i s an entry to the effect that nhis speech 
is now intell i g :l.bleu . 'I'he last r eport states that h e can 
count to thirty in one breath. 
An analysis of L-4 1 s speech, using the Hollien-Leavy 
1 Speech Diagnos is Chart, follows: 
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Intelligibility. His speech is easily understood, but 
he has a speech disorder . 
Phonation . He can phonate and can sustain phonation for 
about eight seconds . 
Quality. His quality is poor. It is tense, muffled, 
and monotonous ., 
Pitch. His pitch, while appropriate for his age and sex, 
is much too inflexible . 
Hate. His rate is poor ~ It is very slow and shows faulty 
phrasing. Rate appears to be one of his major problems. 
Intensity. His intens ity tends to be soNewhat weak. 
Articulation. His articulation , while not one of his 
ma jor problems , needs some work . Be has the most 
trouble with the usu blends and the ttth" i n the medial 
position 
sloppy. 
His articulation is fairly acc urate but 
Tongue , His tongue appe ars to be of about normal size 
but i t is quite sluggish. He can protrude it for a 
reasonable length of ti!l'J.e, but he cannot point it or 
g roove it . He can just barely touch the corners of 
his lips and the roof of h is mouth with the tip. He 
can bulg e the tong ue back to touch the soft palate. 
His general control over h is tongue movement is r e-
stricted . 
Lips . He can retract his lips and, with a little dif -
ficulty, pucker them. He can hold a straw or graded 
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corks between his lips. His control over his lip move 
rEent is fair. 
Jaw., His j aw is somewhat sluggish. He can hold his 
mouth open or closed for a reasonable leng th of time. 
He can open and close his mouth r~ythmica lly at a 
slow rate • . 
Palate, Throat , and Teeth . These all appear normal . 
Bre athing. His blmvi ng :ts fair. While he can blow a 
feather, candle, or whistle, his b!'eathing is clavicu-
lar e.nc_ , during speech , teD ds to be arhytl'.u.nic . 
Hearins; . His hearing appears normal . 
Functions. He does not drool. His s wallowing , sucking , 
c't.ewing , and yawning are about normal . 
An outline of the therapies L-4 r~ceived , during each 
of the periods, his response to them and the progress he 
:rnade , follows: 
Period I 
1 . Therapies 
A. ~evelo~·ment of the speech mecb.anism using ·t;ongue 
exercises and lollipops. 
B. Correc t ive breathing ns :tng b ubblewater, count ing , 
and braathing exercises . 
c . Psyehother2-PY us ing n on-directive techniques, and 
dis cussions of radio announcing and L- 4 ' s forth-
comins disc-joc key presram. 
2. Response 
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vVhile L-4 wes poorly adjusted to steying at Lake -
ville he seemed to en joy the speech therapy program. 
He talked a great deal about being a future disc-
jockey. During this period he r eadi l y entered i nto 
a ll of the presented therap ies and displayed a 
great deal of effort in speech therapy exercises. 
3., Progress 
L-4, at t he beginning of the period could coun t to 
17, at the end to 39. At the b e g inning of the period 
he could blow continuously for 14 seconds, at the 
end for 26 seconds. Obviously, his major pro~ress 
was i n the are a of breathing for speech and strength-
ening the intensity of h is phonati on. 
Period II 
1. Therapies 
A. Therapies previously outlined. 
B. Work on rate and tonal i nf lection using the 
Bryng les on an.d Glaspy Spe ech Improvement cards, 
the Revere Tape Recor&er, and his disc-jockey 
program. 
?. Response 
L-4 1 s response to the work being done on his 
n})rog ramn was excellent. He became one of the better 
c a ses from the standpoint of overall speech i mprove -
ment. Ee began showing more mature behavior. 
3. Probress 
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L-4 !nade substantial i mprovement j_ n the a rea of' 
breathin8 for spe ech. He could count to 45 and sus-
t a i n continuous b l ow i ng f'or 30 seconds. His rate of' 
speaking had i mproved cons iderablJr and it was observed 
that noone had any dif'ficulty understandiEg him. 
Period III 
1 . Thera pies 
'I'he therapies f' or this period were much t he same as 
t hose for t he p r e v ious ones. The stress, however, was 
on g~oup therapy, psychotherapy, and i ntensive r at e 
and a rticulat ion work. 
2 . Response 
L- 4, during this period , rec eived speech therapy 
0 ho:meworku at his ow~ request. 11uch of the a cc ent 
i n lessons was on g roup therapy so he made himself 
r esponsible for t he drill work he ne eded. 
3 . Progress 
L-4 could, b y the end of this period, count to 83 
in one breath. Ee could blow 900 cc . from one jar to 
the other in one try . After listening to a tape 
recording of his vo ice he reported that he was sup-
'prised to find out it had i mproved so much. 
:?eriod IV 
1. Therapie s 
Therapies again remaine d t he same as in the ~reced­
ing period. Stress , however , was on the rate work and 
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corrective breathing. 
2. Response 
L-4 responded moderately well to doing speech work 
on his own, especially vvhen some of the other adoles-
cents joined him in this work . He reported that he 
folt the uhelpu (psychotherapy) that he was g iven 
aideu him very much but there was only slight evidence , 
in the way of behavior , to corroborate this statement. 
3. Progress 
'L-4 showed a sharp improvement, durinr; the period, 
in the intensity of his phonation. This was evident 
in both the drill situati on and his regular s~eech. 
His counting improved to a point where he could count 
to 95 in one breath. In addition , he was observed to 
improve generally in most areas . J.J-4 1 s speech has 
greatly improved in the year he has been in the progre.m 
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L-5 
L-5 i s a severely athetoid girl who was b orn August 21, 
1939. She is unable to walk, but she is a ble to sit u ...r1 -
assisted . She is unable to perform the activities of a 
normal girl her age. 
She has one sibling, a younger s i ster who is normal. She 
comes from what is considered a g ood home enviroP~ent with 
one exception -- her parents are quite overprotective anc 
tend to overstimulate her. 
She has no educational background and has never been to 
s chool . She had e psychomet~ic examination, g iven by fi iss 
Harr i et Hyde of Children ' s Hospital, when she wa s ten years 
and ten months. Miss Hyde reported that she had a com-
plica ted s lgn lane;t.:age, was a l ert, resp onsive, and c ompre-
hensive. Hiss Hyde f urther report ed that she was social ly 
and generally on a seven to eight year old level, but a c adem-
ically on a four to five y ear level. Suggest ed Miss Hyde , 
~She would profit from speech, physiotherapy, and, later, 
from elementary educationu . Dr. Bronson Crothers , of Child-
ren's Ho s p ital, says a great deal depends on "how ingenious 
and able t h e speech t her apis t is, for she is not go ing to 
be conven tional in her reactions". 
An analy s is of her speech, using the Hollien- Leavy 
Speech ~iagnosis Chart, 1 follows : 
1. See : Appendix c. 
I 
I 
I 
II 
Intelligibility. She has no speech. 
Phonation. She ce.n produce phonation with g reat diffi-
culty bu.t, often, on Httempting to do so, has a spasm 
that completely blocks any sound. 
Quality. Her quality is poor. It is tense, strident, 
aiJ.d tt strang ledtt. 
Pitch.- Her pitch tends to be a little high but, on the 
whole, is fairly satisfactory. 
Intensity. Intensity is satisfactory. 
Articulation . The only sounds tha t L-5 can make are uuhn, 
a nasal ttah", and umau. She can produce all of the 
back vowels. She cannot imitate sounds.-
Tongue. She has poor control over her tongue. She can 
protrude it and keep it protr~ded for several seconds 
but that is the only exercise she can perform. 
Lips. She has poor control over her lips. She can re-
tract her lips but has difficulty puckering them and 
cannot hold straws or g raded corks between them. 
Palate. Her hard palate appears normal. Her soft palate 
is sluggish. 
Jaw. She can open her mouth, with some d ifficulty, but 
cannot hold it open for any l ength of time . She can 
close her mouth and keep it closed for a reasonable 
leng th of time, She cannot open an~ close her mouth 
rhythmically. 
Throat and Teeth. Her throat and teeth appeer normal. 
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Breathing . Her blowing is very poor. She can occasion-
ally flutter a feather but cannot blow out a candle or 
blo·w a whistle. 
Hearinfi. • Eer hearing appears normal. 
Functions . She drools almost continually. Her swallow-
ing is poor. Her sucking is fair to poor and she 
cannot chew, as such, with her mouth closed . She 
can yawn. 
An outline of the there~ies L-5 received, during each 
per!od , her response to them an d the progress she ma~e , 
follows: 
Period III 
1. rrherapies 
A. Relaxation usin,... the '•west I ndianu and, later, 6 
the Jacobson technique* 
B. Corrective breathing us ing feathers, candle s, 
bubblewater and blowing j ars . 
c. Control over the speech mechan ism using lollipops, 
corks, straws, e,ames , and a mirror. 
2 . Responses 
L-5 1 s responses to speech work were good . Her 
parents tended to overstimulate h er and she wanted 
so very much to be able to talk ~ that she would grasp 
at anything she felt might help here This situation 
produced a great deal of tension in her . 
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L-5 actually made progress but i t ws s h !trd to 
measure . When she first came to Lakeville she could 
not phonate at wi l l but by the end of this p eriod 
she could providing she was n ot in a tense situation. 
Period IV 
1 . Therapies 
The therapies men tioned i n Perio~ I I I were continued. 
A. Auditory training using Maico Train Ear , records, 
and stor ie s was added . 
D. Exercises for easy relaxed phonatinn were a lso added 
2 .. Resp ons e 
L-5 still was fairly t ense most of the time. She 
responded well to the relaxation techniques but there 
was evidence to show that ac tua lly liked the auditory 
training the best . 
3. Pr ogress 
By the end of this per io c L-5 could phonate in all 
but the most tense situations . This was actually 
a big i Npr ovement although it might not appear so . 
In addition , she had learned to keep her tongue f l at 
in her mouth and produce two words , 1tman and uya.n . 
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L-6 is a severely spastic boy who was born April 28, 
1942. He is unable to walk except in a wa lker, and is un-
able to perform most of the normal ac tivities for a boy his 
age . 
He has four siblings, all normal, and is reported to 
••have a secure place in the familyu ~ He is a pleE-,se.nt boy 
with a fairly positive adjustment. 
There is no record of eny educational background. Be. 
has, however, had several psychometric examinations. At 
seven yea rs and no months, he performed on the four to four 
and one half year level, This would give him, roughly, an 
I Q of 65 , It was felt that, at Lakeville, he could profit 
from a kindergarten situation. He has had no speech train-
ing . 
An a nalysis of his speech, using the Hollien-Leavy 
1 Speech Diasnosis Chart, follows: 
Intellig ibility, He can be understood with some effort 
on the part of the listener. 
Phonat ion. L-6 can p roduce phonation, but it tends to 
be Vlteak, 
Quali.il• His quality :ts po or, It is very strident, 
tense, and nasal. 
Pitch. His pitch is normal. 
1, See Appendix c. 
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Rate. His rate is poor. It tends to be slow and measur-
ed with n o or little adequate phrasing. 
Intensity.. Eis intensity tends to be somewhat weak and 
inflexible~ 
Articulation. He has some severe articulation problems, 
notably on the sounds '·~J.n, ur'~, and11 st • He distorts 
many consonants and nas a lizes a great many vowe ls. 
TonGue. While L-6 1 s tongue is normal in size, it tends 
to be quite stiff . He can protrude it and keep i t pro-
truded for a few seconds. He cannot g roove or point 
it, touch the corners of his lips or the roof of his 
mouth with it, or bulge it back to touch the soft 
palate. His g eneral control of his tongue is r ather 
poor . 
Lips_. He can retract his lips, bu t he has difficulty 
puckering them. He c annot hold straws between his 
li:;,Js, but he can hold small graded corks between them. 
Jaw . His jaw is sluggi s h . He can open and close his 
mouth in a normal fasbion, but he has difficulty 
opening end closing it rhyth.mically. 
Palate , Throat, and Teeth . These all app ear a b ou t normal. 
Breathing. His breathing is poor. He can flutter a 
feather and, with g r ea t e!'fort, occasionally blow a 
candle out.. He cannot blow a whistle. His breathing 
tends to be irreg ular and arhythmic during speech. 
Hearing. Hi s hearing appears to be norr~al. 
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Functions. He does not drool. His sucking and swallow-
ing are about normal. He chews very poorly. He can 
yawn. 
An outline of the therapies L-6 received, during each 
period, his response to them and the progress he made, 
follows: 
Period I 
1. Therapies 
A. Corrective breathing using bubblewater, candles, 
and feathers. 
B. Devel opment of the s p eech me chanisM using tongue 
and jaw e;ames , and lollipops. 
c. Auditory and visual·sti111ulation using pictures, 
toys, and stories . 
2. Responses 
L-6, s pleasant boy, appeared to thoroughly enjoy 
speeth t herapy . He has a sensory defect, however, 
and could not be pushed to any degree. Ee preferred 
the exercises with the lollipops. 
3. Progress 
After a period of relatively little progress , L-6 
began to successfully blow out the practice candle. 
At this same time , his articulation and speech 
pattern irnproved . 
Period II 
1 . Therapies 
' ., 1 .n:dt~ 
:. 1·-. c-~ry _..- ·_.... 
The same therapies as in the first period were con-
tinued., Articulation drill using the Bryngleson and 
Glaspy Speech Development Cards and rate work using 
the Maico Train Ear and the Revere Tape Recorder 
were added ., 
2 . Responses 
1-6 re sponded best , during t~is period, to the 
work in corrective breathing . He especially liked 
the 'tbaseball" games playe d by blowing out candles . 
3 . Progress 
During this period 1-6 began to improve in breathing 
for speech. He began gettinb a better oral emiss ion 
and his intensity was improved. Improvement of the 
sounds 11 su, ttsh", and 1'1chu was made in the area of 
ar ticulat i on., 
Period III 
1. Therapies 
Previous therap ie s continued . Work in relaxation 
was added .. 
2 . Responses 
L-6 was more verbose . He was very inte rested in 
the recorde r and wanted to record his speech at every 
lese on. 
3 . Progress 
L-6 continues to i mprove in breath control and this 
progress carrie d over to his normal speech . Fis 
intensity was nearly adequate . L-6 1 s rate patt e r n 
i~prove d, also ~ and this eai~ produced a better 
intelligibility of his speech . His na~ality, how-
ever 3 still rema ins a ma jor problem and one unsolved . 
Period IV 
1. Therapies 
Previous therapies cont i nued . 
2. Respons es 
L- 6 was sick a grea t deal during this per iod and 
h is spee ch regressed somewhRt .. Re reports that he 
"lovesu the lollipop and gun techn iques . 
3 . Progress 
There was a gener2.l i mproveMent in L- 6 1 s breathing 
for spee ch. Blowing out a candl e was no problem for 
h i m nor was blowing a pollee whistle. Hio general 
articulation and e specially the sounds " 1'~ , '' sn, 2.nd 
ttshtt were improved. His ftrtt , instead of being omi tted , 
was produced "w" . 
Over the past year L- G's spee c h i mproved to a point 
where i t · is novv eas ily intell igible. 
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L-7 is a severely athetoid girl born April 4, 1934. She 
is unable to walk, dress herself, feed. herself, or perform 
eny of the nor·mal physical activities of a gir l her age. 
She spends most of her time in a wheelchair and is not able 
to move about except by using her feet to turn the wheels. 
L-7 is an only child. There are, however, five. foster 
siblings in the home, four girls , ages 12 to 16, and a boy, 
18. There is a history of conflict and parental rejection 
in this case. L-7 is extremBly tense a great deal of the 
time, and there is some evidence to show thet, at l east, 
part of t h is tension is the result of her conflicts and 
her inability to express herself effectively over a period 
of many years. 
The child is believed to be of about normal intellig ence , 
although due to her involvement, no psychometric examination 
has ever been administerec_. At the time of her arrival at 
Lakeville she could not read or write and had, in fact, no 
or very little educational training. She has a visual in-
volvement which is par tially corrected by glasses. She has 
receiv~d some previous speech training , but there is no 
record of what was attempted~ There was , hmvover, a notation 
that she has "derived little benefit from it 11 • 
An analysis of L-7 1 s speech, using the Hollien-Leavy 
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1 Speech. Diagnosis Chart , follows: 
Intelligibilitv. L-7 can be understood only with great 
effort on the part of the listener* 
Phonation . She can produce phonation, but only for a 
duration of one to two seconds~ 
Quali ty. The quali t y o~ her voice is poor . I t is gut-
tural, hs.rd, and tends to be muffled. 
Pi tc~. The pitch of her voice is somewhat lovv and very 
inflexible. 
Rate. Her rate is poor~ Her intra- word and intra-
phrase rata is faulty . 
I nt ensity . Her intensity is unsually too loud. 
Art iculation. L-7 's articulation is the type that is 
oft~n referred to as Uathetoid9 • It modif ies t he short , 
s hout- like bursts of phonation to a very slight degree. 
Upon ana l ysis, it is observed that she c an produce most 
of the vowels -- with the baclc vowels being the most 
accurate. She can produce, and uses, the nasals but 
of the plos i ves, she can produce accur ate l y only '~ktt 
and 0 bu. The semi-vowels and fricatives are very poor. 
It is remarkable that she can be understood at all . 
Tongue. The size of her tongue is about normal but it 
is very st iff. She is able to protrude it , with dif-
f iculty, f or somewhat l ess than ten seconds. She is 
not able to po i nt or groove her tongue , touch the 
'i 
1\ 1. See Appendix C. 
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corners of her lips or the roof of her mouth with it, 
of bulge i t back to touch her soft palate . Her gen-
eral control over her t ongue is poor . 
T • 
. ..~l.ps • She is able to p uc ker her l ips wi th great effort . 
Al though she i s n ot able t o h old a s t raw between her 
lips she i s able to ijold a cork , with great difficulty, 
for a short period . Her general control over her l ips 
is poor .. 
Palate . Her ~~late seems normal e 
Jaw . She is able to open her mouth and keep i t open for 
somewhat less than fif t een seconds, She is 2.ble to 
~eep her j aw and lips t og ether for about twenty seconds . 
She is able to open and close her mouth but not i n a 
rhythmic manner . 
Throat Her throat i s normal. 
Teeth. Her teeth are nor mal. 
- - -
Breathing. L-7 ' s blow in~ is very poor . She can f lutter 
a feather but cannot blow out a candle . She cann ot 
blow a whistle . Her b r eathing during speech is 
arhytbmi c . 
Hearing. Her hear i ng appears to be ab out nor mal. 
Functions . She d oes not drool and her swallow i ng is 
about nor:'!lo.l . Her sucki ng and chewi ng a r e very p oor . 
She is able to yawn . 
An outline of the therap i es L-7 receiv~d , d uring each 
pertod , her response to them and the progr ess she ma d e , 
follo\1\fs: 
Period I 
l. Therapies 
A. Relaxation on physiotherapy tables usinz the 
" \!Vest Indian tt relaxation technique. 
B. Devel opment of speech mechanism using straws and 
cork stoppers . 
c. Corrective breathing using candles and bubblewater. 
D. Psychotherapy to replace fantasy with constructive, 
positive thinking. 
2 . Responses 
L- 7 was e very emotionally upset girl with a g reat 
many conflict s . She responded well to t h erapy as it 
seemed to g ive her a feeling of i mportPQce . 
3 .. Progress 
L-7 showed some progress, in the aree cf control 
over the speech meche. n ism, in the drill situation 
but che showed no carryover. She could, at the be-
t, inning of the p eriod , hold her lips closed for 23 
seconds. By the end of the period she had improved 
this to 160 seconds . 
Peri::lc~ II 
l. Therapies 
Previous therapies were continued . Easy relaxed 
phonation was added . Psychotherapy was stress ed 
during this period. 
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2. Responses 
L- 7 still exhibited malad jusbnents. She was very 
concerned abo~t herself and wa~ searching for help. 
She came to the speech therapist for this help but 
it was felt tha~ it was not wise to go too far below 
the surface in this case. 
3 .. Progres:::: 
L-7 showed improvements in the area of adjustment,. 
~uring this perio~~ She was less moody and her 
thinking tended to be more positive . In addition, 
sl"::e i mproved slightly ln her ability to rela.x con -
ciously. 
Period III 
1. Therapies 
The same t herapies continued and even more accent 
on psych otherapy. 
2 . Responses 
L-7 made a still better adjustment . She reported 
she was very interested in psychothBrapy and "working 
on her speech". Actually, however, she was not in-
terested in speech therapy but rather in finding an 
emotional outlet. 
3. Prog ress 
TowArd the end of the period tha ga ins that could 
have been the result of the psychot herapy were observed 
L-7 1 s ability to r elax WB s improved and she could 
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count to eight in one breath (whereas previously she 
could only count to t h ree). 
Peri od IV 
1. Therapies 
The same as in previous periods but the accent still 
on psychothera9y and group therapy. 
2. Response 
L-7 still prefers non-directive ~sychotherapy to 
speech lessons but she d id not resist when the thera~ 
pist increased the stress on the latter . 
3. Progress 
L-7 could ·count to eighteen in one breath even 
t hough she had. been e; etting r•elatively little pra ctice. 
Her phonation became softer and thus her speech vms 
easier to understand . She began showing re9.l insight 
into her maladjus tments. lltlost of the improvement 
seemBd to be the result of psychotherapy. 
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T 8 • ;" 1...:11 t • b h b S t b 
.u- lS a m~ __ u . y spa s lC oy w_ o was orr.. , ep em er 8, 
1943 . His involvement is localized in one arm and , exce?t 
for that d isability, be can perform most of t ho ac tivities 
of a boy his ase. 
He is an only child and comes from a some what t ense 
home environment . There is fl. history of rejection in this 
case~ 
He has had some pre -~rimary schooling and it is reported 
tl'le.t he was very h a rd to manage in t h is situation and had 
very poor concentration. L- 8 has already shown an inability 
to get along with the other children and can be con sidered 
an adjustment problem~ 
L-8's speech is normal i n most respects for his a.ge and 
sex . His only speech problem is a very deep hoarse quality 
to his voice. This, upon first exa.~dnation, would appear 
to have no physiolog ical basis but is, rather, a man5.fe sta-
tion of his desire for attention. 
An outline of the thera~ies L-8 rece ived, during each 
period, h is response to them and the progress he made , 
fo lloFs: 
Period I 
1~ Therapies 
A. Psychotherapy using supportive techniques. 
3 . Corrective breathin~ using blowing jars ~ 
C~ Relsxation 
2. Response 
The fact that L-8 was receiving speech therapy 
pleased him and appeared to g ive him a feeling of 
importance. Therapies that gave him g roup recognition 
and leadership were used a nd he responded well to 
them* 
3. Progres s 
As L-8 be g an making a better adjustme nt his need 
for a functional quality disorder decreased and so 
did the severity of the hoarseness. 
Period II 
1 .. 'I'herapies 
The same ther ap ies cont inued ~ Exe r cises for easy 
relaxed phonation were added. 
2. Responses 
His response continued g ood during this period. He 
said he felt h e should receive more lessons though. 
3. Progress 
L-8's social adjustment was qui te good before this 
period was over. In addition , the quality of his 
voice had improved ui1til it wa s about normal for his 
e,g e and sex. 
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L-9 is a moderately severe athet oid girl who was born 
July 25, 1936* She can walk, with srnne difficulty, and can 
perform some of the normal ac t ivities of a g irl her age . 
She has four siblings -- three brothers and one step-
brother, al l normal . He r home environment is complicated 
by overprotection on the part of her moth er an unconscious 
rejection by her father. She is having an extremely dif-
ficult time a djusting to the fact t:iJ.at she is to rern2.:..~ at 
Lakeville., away from horne, and ·will probably be here for 
some time . 
She has had a home teacher, for some years, who has 
promoted her regul arly E>.nd indicate d that she has norma l 
i ntelligence. She was g iven a psych ometric examination by 
r.'liss Harrie t Hyde of Children t s Hosp ital, who repor ts tha t 
she , at thirteen years and eleven months, is alert and re-
sponsive and that she could function fairl~r i ndependently , 
withi n her physical and mental limitations, if she were 
a.wav from the constant mater nal apprehens iveness and the 
" 
pr otective situG.t ion of the home . She g oe s on t o say that 
L-9 1 s mental level functions predominately E>t the seven to 
eight year old level, which would suggest an IQ of about 
60. There i s no record of any spee c h training but L-9 r e-
ports that she has had some speech training by tt a deaf 
ex - singeru. 
An analysis of her speech, using the Hollien-Leavy 
1 
Speech Chart, follows: 
Intellig ibility~ L-9 1 s speech can be understood with 
some effort on the part of t h e listener. She has a 
speech defect. 
Phonation. She can phonate, with some difficulty, and 
c a n sustain phonation for about six seconds . 
Quality. Her quality is verY- poor . It is tense, stri-
dent, h arsh, and often nasal. 
Pitch. Her pitch is usually too bi5h and i nflexible . 
Rate. Her rate is poor. It is too rapid and is char-
a cterized by jerkiness and faulty phrasing . 
Intensity. Her intensity is satisfactory. 
Articulation . L-9's articulation is very poor . It is 
typical of tta,thetoidtt s peeeh with the exception that 
it is even more complicated by t~e fact that she keeps 
her mouth wide open while speaking. Specifically , 
her plosives are fair, her nasals passible, but her 
s emi-vowels and fricatives poor. 
Tongue. Her tongue is somewhat enlarged and is a typical 
stiff «athetoid type" tongue~ She can protrude i t and 
keep it protruded for a reasonable leng th of time. 
She cannot point or groove it, touch the corners of her 
lips or the ~oaf of her mouth with it , or bulge it 
back to touch the soft palate~ Her 3 eneral control 
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over her tongue movement is poor. 
Lips. Her control over her l ips is very poor. She can 
retract them, hut she has a great deal of difficulty 
puckering them . She cannot hold straws, but she can 
hold graded corks between them. 
Palate. Her palate appears normal . 
<Taw. She can open and close her jaw normally. She ca.n 
op en and close it rhyth:·nica::!_ly , at a slow rate . 
Throat and Teeth .. Her throat and teeth are about normal, 
except there is a slight overject occlusion of her teet • 
Breathing. Her blowing is fairly goodC' It is strong but 
not under adequate control . Her breathing for speecll 
is jerky, arhythmic , and she often speaks on i~~alation 
Hearing. Her hearin~ appears t o be normal. 
Functions. She drools occasionally. Her swallowing is 
f air but her sucking and chewing are poor. She can yaw • 
An outline of the thers.pies L-9 received, during each 
period, her response to them and the progress she made, 
follows: 
Peri od I I I 
1 .. Therapies 
A . Psychotherapy non- dircetive, and supportive tech-
niqu.es. 
E. Helaxation using the "West Indiantb and, later, t he 
Jacobson methods. 
c. Corrective breathing usine:. candles, blowing jars 
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1 and bubblewater. 
2 .. Responses 
L-9 had an· extremely hard time ::~::::::.t:,~·::::::· r VVhile she received a l l the above 
was on psychotherapy. She responded to the speech 
therapy in a half hearted manner but wHs always ready 
to d i-sc uss l~going homeu. 
3. Progress 
J..,- 9 could blow, at the beg innipg of the period, 900 
cc. from one jar to the other in 20 tries, at the end , 
in 10. She could count in one breath to 21 later 
to 32. 
Perioci IV 
L , Therapies 
Previous therapies were continued. Control o~ the 
speech mechanism using lollipops, g um, mirror, pic-
tures, and cork stoppers was added. 
2. Responses 
L-2 eventually responded to thG psychotherapy and 
by the end of the period ·v;ras very well ad justed to 
staying at Lakeville. The -rositive adjustment en-
ebled her to respond_ to therapy and become well 
motivated to the prog rams. 
3. Prog ress 
I 
L-9 could blow, at the beg inning of the period, 
900 cc. from one jar to another in 10 tries, a t the 
- j___ 
end , in 5. She could count to 33, later, to 41. 
The intelligibility of her speech has imp:t:>oved a 
great deal due to the improverr.ent in her ability to 
prod,:.ce soft relaxed phonation . 
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L-10 
L-10 is a moderately severe spastic boy (with a sug -
ges tion of athetosis) . He was born April 24, 1942. He 
is effected primar ily in the lower extremities but can wa lk. 
He can perform most of the normal activities of a boy his 
age. 
He is reported. to come from a very good home, cons is ting 
' 
of his parents, four brothers, and two sisters, all of whom 
are normal. His behavior is very aggressive, and he shows 
numerous signs of insecurity and feelings of inadequacy. 
His educational background con s ists of one year of 
regular school wh i ch was unsatisfac tor;y. He was brot.,_ght 
to Lakeville in 1948 under the Crippled Childrents Program 
and was transferred to the cerebral palsy ward when it 
opened. There is no record of L-10 receiving speech or 
hearing therapy previous to his arrivial at the cerebral 
palsy center. 
An analysis of L-10 1 s speech, using t t.ce Ho11ien-Leavy 
1 Speech Diagnosis Chart, follows: 
Intelligibility. His speech can be understood but he has 
a speech disorder. 
::r:>honation~ His phonation is a.bout normal. 
Quality. His qua.lity tends to be tense e.nd hoarse. 
Pitch. His pitch is somewhat low for his age and sex. 
le See Appendix c. 
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Rate . His rate is extremely jerky and unreliable. He 
exhibits a lot of faulty phrasing . 
Intensity. His intensity is normal~ 
Articulation~ L-10 1 s articulation is very sugges tive of 
, a hearing los s . He distorts a nd omits ~ost of t he 
fricatives and has some trouble with the semi-vowels , 
His plosives and nasals are moderately good. 
Tongue. His tongue is about normal. He can protrude it 
and keep it protruded for a reasonable length of time. 
He is able to touch the corners of his mouth 1.11T ith it 
and the roof of his mouth with the tip of it. He can 
bulge it back to touch the soft palate. His general 
control over his tongue m.ovement is fair . There is , 
however, a certain nathetoicl-liket~ movement to his 
tonc;ue which makes it somewhat difficult to control 
a t times. 
Lips. He is able to p ucker his l i ps, retract them and 
hold straws and g raded corks between them. His control 
over his lips is good . 
Palate. His palate appears to be normal. 
Jaw. His jaw tands to be slugg ish,. He can hold his 
mouth open~ or closed, for a reasonable length of time . 
He can open and close hls month rhythmically at a slow 
ra.te . 
Throat and Teeth Both appear normal. 
Breathing,. His blowing is fairly good . His performance 
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is good on all the blowing tests up to and includinc 
the blowing of a whistle but his breathing for speech 
is a rhy-thmic 
Hearing ~ He eppears to have a hearinG loss~ 
Functions. He does not drool. His swallowing is fair, 
but his sucking, chewing, and yawning are good . 
An outl ine of the ti.1era~) ies L -10 received, durin~; each 
p eri o~, his res?onse to them and the proGress he made , 
follo'NE : 
?eriod I 
1. Therapies 
A. Corrective breething usin;;I, mat ches, candles, 
bubblewater. 
B. Development of speech mechanism using loll ipops 
and gsmes., 
c. Re l axation 
D. Audio-visual stimulation using p ictures, games, and 
the ~acio Train Ear. 
2 . '-tesponses 
L-10 appeared to be a very pleasant boy but one who 
seemed to have a l ot of conflicts. He obviously liked 
p0ople but felt the compulsion to hit t l:i.em. He 
entered Fillingly into tl:.e speech therapy orogram and 
appeared well motivated to virtually all of the 
techniques. 
3. regress 
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L-10 1 s breathing for spe8 Ch improved from a p o i nt 
where he could blovr continuously for 2 seconds, a t 
the bet;inning of t he ~)eriod, to where he c onJ_d blow 
for 10 continuous sec onds . In other areas, however, 
he reGressed badly during tbis per iod . At one point 
his speech was bare l y i nte l lig i b l e . 
Period. I::L 
1. r:I'herap ie s 
The previous the r apies were continued . Psychothera9y 
·was 8.dde d . AuditGry traiDing with the ~r.Bico 'l'rain Ear , 
was also added . 
2. Resp onse 
L-10 en j oyed auditory t ra i ning . It seeme~ to s ive 
him securit y- . 
3 .. Progress 
I t was found t hatj as suspected, L- 10 haa a severe 
hear i ng loss . · It was t hen dec ided t o s t ress psycho-
therapy and auditory tra i ning . These "c' :L"'oducec some 
progress but it was felt that he would not sho ~ r ea l 
progress in speech until he receive<l a hearint; aid . 
Period I II 
1 . Therapies 
Previous therap i es ~ere con tinued and the stres s 
continued to be 9laced on psychotherapy and auditory 
training . 
2 ., Response 
( 
1-10 v:as made one of the ton ttravenu officers.. 'J1 his 
a great deal to build his confidence , and fee l ings of 
b e long ing . 
3. Progress 
The c l Brity of 1 - lO ts speech improved as C!.id his 
behavior p a ttern.. He could, at the beginning of the 
period , blow 900 c c . from jar to j ar , in 6 tries , by 
thB end he could do i t in 2. 
Peri od IV 
1 . Therapies 
Prev i ous therapies were continued. Training i n the 
use of h i s hear i ng aid was added to the program. 
2 . Response 
1 - 10 ~howed a good adjustment during this period 
~nd became the foremost leader and one of the most 
popul ar children a t the center . He is extremely well 
motivated to the speech therapy program and responded 
wel l to all therapie s . 
3 . Pr ogress . 
Between the program of ~sychotherapy and auditory 
training (he l ater go t a hearing aid) 1-10 made a 
g r eat deal of progress . Bis articulation impr oved . 
great ly as d id the genera l clarity of his s p e ech and 
the overall effect was ne~r a.dequate speech. 
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EQUIPMENT 
EQUIPMENT 
I. Electrical Equipment. 
A. Maico Train Ear Complete 
plus extra. headset and headset adapter box 
ordered Feb. 23, 1950, received April, 1950. 
B. Revere Tape Recorder Complete 
plus 3 extra spb6ls of tape and extra spool 
ordered March 7, 1950, received May, 1950. 
c. Maico Portable Audiometer - Delux Model Complete 
ordered Sept., 1950, not received March 1, 1951. 
II. Books 
A. Ordered Feb. 1, 1950, received between April & Jul~, 
1950 
1. Little Golden Books, Simon and Schuster 
a. #1 The Three Little Kittens 
b. #4 Mother Goose (2) 
c. #15 The Lively Little Rabbit 
d. #17 Hansel and Gretel 
e • 121 'T'OOtre 
f. #25 The Taxi That Hurried 
g. #30 Scuffy The Tugboat 
h. #39 Animal Babies 
i. #42 Little Red Riding Hood (2) 
j. #51 The Seven Sneezes 
k. #52 Little Peewee 
1. #53 Up In The Attic 
m. #57 Little Black Sambo 
n. f64 The Five Little Firemen 
o. #78 The Fuzzy Duckling 
P• #D5 Peter and The Wolf 
q. #D7 Bambi 
r. #D9 The Three Pigs 
2. Lyons and Carnihan, Wilkes - Barrie, Pa. 
a. 3 copies Fun With Pictures 
b. 1 copy each, A through E, Phonics We Use 
B. Ordered Feb. 3, 1950, received between April and 
June, 1950 
1. Stoddard, c., Sounds for Little Folks, Expression 
Co., Boston. 
2. Rutherford, B., Give Them A Chance To Talk, 
Burgess Publishing Co., Minneapolis. 
3. Strauss, A., and Lehtinen, L., Psychopathology 
e.nd Education of the Brain-Injured Child, 
Greene and Stratton, New York. 
4. Jacabson, E., You Must Relax, Whittlesey House, 
New York. 
5. Cardwell, v., The Cerebral Palsied Child and His 
Care at Home, Assn. for the Aid of Crippled 
Children, New York. 
6. Home Lesson Plans for the Use of Parents and 
Teachers, Vermont Assn. for Crippled Child-
ren, Inc., Rutland, Vt. 
7. Phamplets, National So~iety for Crippled Child-
ren and Adults, Inc., Chicago • 
a • A2 
b. ·A3 
c. A27 
d. A31 
e. A33 
f. A37 
g. A41 
h. A42 
1. A48 
j. B4 
k. B7 
1. Bl6 
m. Bl9 
n. E2 
o. Fl 
P• F2 
Evaluating Intelligence, c. Strother, Ph,D. 
A Purchasing Guide for Toys, L.K. Ide 
Lets Define Cerebral Palsy, w. Phelps, M.D. 
How Important is Speechi, H. Baker, Ph.D. 
Needed: A Hearing Program, G. Hoople, M.D. 
How to Cope With Teen Age Problems, Foster 
It's Your Job Too, L. Kahn and E. Morris 
Let Raggedy-Ann Help Teach Your Child To 
Talk, M. Shere 
Athetoids Relax and Speak, c. Hatcher 
Speech Therapy for Children with Cerebral 
Palsy, M. Perlstein, M.D. 
Speech Problems of the Cerebral Palsied, 
J. Gratke 
Toys, Games, and Apparatus, Rogers & Thomas 
!_ppeech and Hearing Program for Children 
in Rural Areas, H. Dunn 
Stuttering, c. Van Riper, Ph.D. 
Bulletin on Current Literature; 
BUlletin for the National Society for 
Crippled Children and ~dults 
c. Ordered Feb. 13, 1950, received between March and 
April, 1950 
1. Barrows and Hall, Jack in the Box, Expression Co. 
2. McCausland, Miller, a.nd Okie, Speech Through 
Pictures, Expression Co. 
3. Barrows and Hall, Games and Jingles for Speech 
p~velopment, Expression Co. 
4. Barrows and Livingston, Speech Drills for Children 
in the Form of flay, Expression Co. 
5. Bryngelson and Glaspey, Speech Improvement Cards, 
Scott, Foresman Co., Chicago 
6. Wood, A., Speech Sound Games, Dutton, New York 
7. Lloyd, M., Our First Speech Book, Newsome & Co. 
8. Lloyd, M., Our Second Speech Book, Newsome & Co. 
D. Ordered March 7, 1950, received between April and 
August, 1950 
1. Little Golden Books, Simon and Schuster 
a. #46 The Golden Sleepy Book 
b. #29 Noises and lv1!• Flippety-!fib 
c. Giant Sh, BANG 
III. Records 
A. Ordered August 23, 1950, received between Sept. and 
Nov., 1950 
1. RCA Victor 
a. Album Y23 
b. Album E-71 
"Lets Playtt Not received Mar. 1, 195] 
ttRhythms tt ... Vo 1. I 
nrndian Melodies"' c. Album E-89 
d. Album E-90 ••Rhythm Bands u 
2. Capitol 
a. Album BBX-34 trBozo at the Circus" 
b. Album BH-14 "Tex Ri tter" 
3. Columbia 
a. Album Mivl-477 "Peter and the Wolf" 
b. Sound Effects Records: YB-1 
YB-19 
YB-20 
YB-21 
4. Karousel 
No:b received 
March 1, 1951 
Not received 
March 1, 1951 
a. TC-1 ttsing a Song of Mother Goose" Not Received 
Mar. 1, 1951 
b. TC-2 "Sing a Song of Animals" Not received 
Mar. 1, 1951 
5. Young Peoples Records, Inc. 
a. #611 ••The Sleepy Familyn 
b. #619 ttThe Little Indian Drum" 
c. #706 "Trains and Planes" 
d. #711 '•Building a Cityu 
e. #722 "Sing Along" 
6. The Little Golden Records 
a."The Litile Golden Sleepy Recordu Not received 
Mar. 1, 1951 
b. fl6 t~Three Little Kittens", and others 
Not received 
Mar. 1, 1951 
c. f24 "Old King Cole", and others 
d. #27 ttRound and round the Villageu, and others 
B. Ordered Oct. 26, 1950, received Nov., 1950 
1. Maico Auditory Training Album (complete), by 
Jean Utley, Ph,D. 
c. Ordered Feb. 19, 1951, received March 1, 1951 
1. Young Peoples Records, Inc. 
a. YPH-601 '•Muffin in the City" Not received 
March 1, 1951 
b. YPR-603 "Muffin in the Country" 
c. YPR-713 ttThe Circus Comes to Tmvnn Not received 
March 1, 1951 
IV. Toys and Games 
A. Ordered Feb. 1, 1950, received between March and 
August, 1950 
1. One dozen small balloons 
2. One finger painting set, complete 
3. Two rag dolls (received one rag doll) 
4. Three Lotto games (object, animal, and farm) 
(received Nov. 1950 food, animal, and bird) 
5. Five pounds plasticine -asst. colors 
6. Two boxes of crayons 
7. Two sets of plastic clowns Not received 
March 1, 1951 
s. One ttHowdy Doodytt hand puppet 
9. Two jars of bubble water 
10. Three .,Great Big Coloring Books" 
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B. Ordered March 8, 1950, received between April and 
August, 1950 
1. One ttPlus-Lite" (white) blackboard set, complete 
2. Three Childrens Puzzles 
3. One "Color and Recolor" set ,com~lete 
4. One Remple ttFroggie the Gremlin t 
5. Two sets of "Notch-Em" toys 
6. Two bottles of colored bubblewater 
7. Two (metal) toy cars - small 
8. Two (metal) toy trucks - small 
9. Two (metal) toy airplanes - small Not received 
March 1, 1951 
10. One set of toy animals - small - any material 
should include at least one of each of the 
following : cow, sheep, goat, dog, cat, horse, 
duck, etc. 
Not received 
March 1, 1951 
c. Ordered May 19, 1950, received June, 1950 
1. One flannel board and tripod, complete 
r board: 3' by 2'6" and tripod: 3' high 
2. One ltJuggleheadn . set 
D. Since the above dates reorders of the following 
items have been placed to keep them on hand. 
1. Jars of bubblewater 
2. Fingerpainting paper 
3. Fingerpainting paint (all colors) 
4. Extra crayons, etc. 
v. Other Speech Therapy Aids 
A. Other speech equipment 
1. One drum 
2. One chromatic pitch pipe 
3. Two police whistles 
4. Extra recording tape 
5. One half dozen plastic drinking glasses (ordered 
but not received) 
6. One dozen plastic drinking straws (ordered but 
not received) 
7. One set of 1000 cc. "blowing jar at• {from Rutherford ! 
8. One ''Small Fry Club" string puppet 
9. One "Popeye" hand puppet 
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B. A supply of each of the following is kept on 
hand. 
1 . Chewing gum 
2 . Lollipops 
3. Assorted Candles 
4 . Assorted cork stoppers 
5. Kleenex 
6. Tongue depressors 
7. Matches 
s. Pictures 
9. Oak tag and colored paper (to mount pictures, 
etc.) 
10. Sipping Straws 
VI. Other Equipment 
A. One 3 ' by 2' wall mirror 
B. One set 6 1 by 9 ' wall (recording) curtains 
c. 100 copies Huber and Unger Cerebral Palsy Speech 
Evaluation and Progress Charts 
D. One Therapy Table 
E. One desk 
F. Two Therapy and Relaxation Chairs 
G. One swivel chair · 
H. One large cabinet 
I. Miscellaneous, including extension cords, file , 
office supplies , etc . 
===-~~=-=-==~-=-=======-=-~-~-==========~=--~-=~··-~~== 
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Appendix c. 
CJ:-IARTS AND FORMS 
) .8 () 
NAME 
I. CASE HISTORY 
A. DATE OF BffiTH 
B. TYPE OF C.P. 
C • C OIVIMENT S 
II. SPEECH HISTORY 
SPEECH DIAGNOSIS 
I . VOCAL ASPEC T 
• 
II. ARTICULATION 
i~. S\\.\UND'3 M.:~DE 
B. IMIT~TION OF SOUNDS 
C . COl'-11'<1ElTTS 
III. 1\t\lTIPUL\TIOH 
.1.:.. • MOUTH 
l. TONGUE 
2. OTHER 
B. FU1JC'l'IONS 
l. BLOWING 
2. DROOLING 
' ..) . sw:~LL01HlJG 
L!- . SUCKING . 
5. CHEWDJG 
}~ 
I ..,. 
NN'1E ·--------~-------~ 
DATE OF LESSON ~-----------------
SPEECH LESSON PLAN 
I . TH3RAPIES 
A ~ OBJECT I VES AND PROCE~TffiES 
B . 1'.Tfi.TERIALS USE') 
II . COM1\1ENTS 
GROUP 
SPEECH LESSON PLAN 
I. OBJEC'I'IVES AND PROCEDURES 
II . r;~IATERIALS fl}fD STORIES 
III . COI.1T,1ENTS AND OBSERVATIONS 
DATE 
---------------------
HOLLIEN - LEAVY SPEECH DIAGNOSIS CHART 
For Children with Cerebral Palsy 
• I. Type of Cerebral Palsy 
A. Spastic 
--B. Athetoid 
-c. Ataxic 
-D. Combination 
-E. Other 
Name Date----------------Examiner _____________ _ 
Where Examined 
IL Degree of Intelligibility of Speech 
A. Unintellig i.ble 
--B. Can be u n:";. e rst·ood with gr '·.at effort on the part of listener 
--c. Easily u~derstood but ~ith speech disorder 
==D. Normal sp ee ch 
III. Voice 
A. Phonation 
1. Involuntary 
_yes no 
2. Voluntary 
yes no 
3. Duration of Phonfation (in seconds) 
B. 
c. 
Quality 
l. 
2. 
=4: 
-5. 
-6.· 
Satisfa ctory 7· Raspy 
Weak -s. Harsh 
Whispered 9. Hoarse 
Breathy 10. Nasal 
Striden t ll. Denasal 
Tense 12. Jlluffled 
Appropri a te for sex and age 
Too high 
Too low 
Too flexible 
Inflexible 
D. Ra te 
1~ Good 
-2. 
-~: 
-5. 
-b. 
-7. 
S<'-tis f nctory 
Too rapid rn.te 
Prolo nged phonations 
Jerkiness 
Stacca to 
Faul ty phrasing 
E. Intensity 
l. Sa tisfactory 
-2. Too loud 
-3. Too we ak 
-4. Too flexible 
5· Infl exible 
-
• '~ :.. 
- 2- Underli ned l e tt ers-
sound t ested 
!V. !rticul~tion 
Substitution Distortion Indistinct Omission 
Ma n 
Hammer 
Ice cream 
Knife 
c a ndle - -
• 
Man 
Finger 
Swi_!2g 
Paper 
Appl e 
Pipe 
Bed 
Umbr ella 
Tuo 
Tabl e 
Butter 
Cat 
Dog 
Radio 
Bird 
cake 
Cook ie 
Clock 
Gun 
Ih gging 
Egg 
Rabbit 
Carrot 
Lip 
Pillow 
Ball 
Water 
Yel low 
House 
Fi nger 
Te l ephon e 
Klllrire 
Vase 
Shov el 
Sto'i e 
Thumb 
Tooth br us h 
Teeth 
s hoe 
Di shes 
Fish 
.A Chai r Ma tches 
---Wa t ch 
J ump 
Soldier 
Or ange 
Spo'on 
Glas ses 
House 
Zebra .. - -
Sci ssors 
Nose 
v. 
• 
L 
Oral Structures 
A. Tongue 
1. Size 
normal _large 
2. Activity 
a. Protrude 
-3-
Name 
other 
norma l restricted not at all 
b. ~ratio~ of steady protrusiOn (in seconds) 
c. Point tongue 
normal poor not at all 
d. -o tongue Grove 
" normal poor flat at all 
TOuch cornerof lips -e. 
normal poor not a t all 
f. TOuch roof of mouth with tip 
g. 
normal poor not a t all 
Bulge b a ck of tongue~o touch soft p al a te 
normal poor not Rt all 
h. Genera l control of tongue movement 
normal restricted _poor 
B. Lips 
1. Pucker 
yes nb 
-
2. Retract 
_yes no 
3· Hold straws 
__ yes with difficulty no 
4. Hold graded corks 
__ yes with difficulty no 
-
c. Palate 
1. Hard palate 
normal a rched pe n.k abnormal 
-
2. Soft pa l a te 
_ NORM~l -AbNO~MAl 
D. Jaw movement 
1 .. Open 
normnl with difficulty not at all 
2. Close 
norm F.' l with difficulty not at all 
3· Open and close rhythmically 
normal with difficulty not a t all 
-
E. Throat 
normal a bnormal 
F~' Teeth 
normal occlusion _overject undershot __ open bite 
-4-
VI. Breathing 
A. Blowing 
1. BlOVf norm ally 
yes no 
-
• 2. Fe a ther yes no 
3· Candle 
yes no 
4. Whistle 
ye s no 
--
B. Brertthing during sp eech 
1. Rhytha i c 
-- " . . 
2.- Arythmic 
--- ,. 
3· __ Speaking on inhalation 
VII.. Hearing 
VII. 
A~ Response to sound 
1. Verbal 
2.· Nonv erbal 
B. Audiometry r e sults 
L Right ear 
2. Left eat' 
Functions 
A,; Drooling 
__ yes __ occ a sionally no 
B. Swallowing 
normal with difficulty 
c. Sucking 
norm ttl with difficulty 
D. Chewing 
normrtl with difficulty 
E. Yawning 
normal poor 
--
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Name 
--------------------------
not at a ll 
not rt t all 
not at all 
--
.. 
• 
;. 
-5-
CASE HISTORY 
I. Date of Birth Na me 
II. Family History Physica l defects 
· Father 
Mother 
Siste rs 
Brothers 
III. Psychological Re cord 
A. Ingellig ence 
B. Adju s tment 
IV. Educa tion 
A. School progress 
B. Grade 
V. Physica l Fa ctOrs 
A. Birth 
l. Instrument 
2. Complic a tions prenata lly 
__ 3. Complica tions at birth 
B. Injuries a nd accidents 
c. Childhood disea ses 
D. Physica l d ev e lopm ent 
VI. Soci~l Factors 
A. Relations with pnbents 
B. Rel a tions with other children 
J ~ 
Spe e ch de fects 
